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CIRCLES & TFIE EARTH'S MAGNETIC FIELD
An early introduction this line of research, by Colin Andrezos.
(ht the swnnter of 2000, tlrc nrcdia made n big splnsh of pioneer
researcher Colin Andrews' announcentent on the possibilittl of the
behaciour of tlrc Earth's rnognetic field haaing sorne pnrt to plny in

the croTt circle phenomenon. The croppie corLntunitq uas dioided,

some excited ttbout the nert, researclL.findings antl others
Jeelhry thnt
Colin tpas letting tl'Le side down and gioing tlte intTtressiott thnt tlrcre
ruas n'muntlane' explanation for crop cit,cles nfter nlL. At ttrc CCCShosted conference in Andorter, Colin zoas gioen the opportrutity to
gi-oe out the infonnntiott'straight from the horse's motttlt', in order
to redress tlrc bnlarLce nnd mnlce clear to eueryorte uhrtt lrc irns saying
about the Lntest rcsearch fintlings. What folloios is n transcript of the
mnin body of Colirt's tnlk tlnt zc,eekend, uith nntl nretts o-f conftLsion
being the restrlt of my transcribing and editirtg, o.i cotLr-se,)

WHERE TO STARI really? It clear11, has been for me - and,
I'm sure, for you as a result of the ramifications aud national
and international media interest - a br-rsr- n-eek. It wasn,t
planned or envisaged to be quite this rr ar ; it's the way it
developed. Since 6 o'clock Wednesdar- morr-fng - just to gir.e
)ou some rapid orerr iew - l're 1.s1rr.,,nl r rarrJl I knovr Jach
of you has had your o\,\rn part to plar- in t1-ris) done forty radio
interrriews and more than a dozen - tr\'o 01-three here already
today - telerrision intert,iews. Most of these tver-e run by into
the networks, through BBC anc-1 Skv etc. The u.arres have gone
out.
I'r.e had tr.vo hundred e-mails in trvo dar.s from all around

the u.orld, from Tokyo to Toronto to \Ioscorv. I think, when
you'r,e had time to sit back and to absorb rvhat actually is being
said here, this is a good r,veek for crop circle research. It might
not be envisaged that way at this point L.ecause I haven't had
an opportunitir to give you all that I'r e beelr i.r,olking on and
certainly in tr,r.enty-second nen.sclips, these 'sound bites,,
you/re not going to get it from the natiorral r-ren,s.
So I do thank you all for this opportr-rnitr- and one could
say I was accepting an invitation to come into tl-re lion's den. I
was just as happy to be sat on a hill someu,here in the
countryside but I do feel a resporrsibilitl and much of that
responsibility comes from the fact that I - and I'm talkir-rg about
myself: I do see other peopie here u.ho har e plaved a major

part - I have been greatly respousible fol transmitting,

spreading the mystery around the r,r,orld.
This mystery has affected governments, it has alfected in
this country the royal household. It has involr ec1 these peopie.
Some of that is known, some of it is unknou-n publiclv It has
impacted and affected the direction (a huge responsibility) of
Native people around the wor1d, who've been handecl precious
prophecies to handle and manage: in the United States the
Council of Hopi elders rnaking decisions of disclosures of
certain information, based upon what they ar:e being to1d,
coming out of the United Kingdom.
This is a big responsibility, that I feel personallr, and
therefore I have to be comfortable and be able to sleep at night
tvrth rrLy truth. It might not be y our truth; you have a voice and
you have the cameras, to speak those opinions. I feel a
particular responsibilityl,vhen the Hopi elders decided, based
upon one inptrt on crop circles, to make disclosures to the
United Nations six years ago.
I must speak my truth and that's r,r4ry I've decided, with
the support of two research institutions in Europe, in the
Netherlands and Germanv and one funding source back in
the United States, to make public (sometr.,hat ear1y, it,s true,
and I accept that criticism) that as far as scientific moclels are

concerned, scientific discoveries, one usually has them concrete
before you disclose them. I ha ve dor-re whai I so often do in my
life, in the way that I approach things - I like to feel that I am
one of the people and that I am out there, away from all the
officialdom and the procedures and tl-rat we can discuss this
together. So I decided that here's the information; hard facts,
scientific evidence, real good stuff that rve can get engaged in

here. And already the scientific debate has begun for crop
circles. In four days.
The time had come to float it as an idea. It is a working
model, u,ith some facts I'm about to show you - and iet the
discussion continue. I r,r,ould make just one appeal, of course,
because many of you I know personally and let us from here
on in take the heat out of our differences. Let us discuss our
differences together. Let's take the anger and the egos away
because we real1y are all on the side of finding out the truth.
We have, to some large degree, been deceived and I',,,e been
speaking about that this n eek too. It's angered many that my
or,vn findings, taken from a sample investigation orrer a period
of tr,vo years has rer.ealed approximately 80% - what should I
say here? This has been missed by every television camera so
far: B0% of the complex designs, there is substantial er.idence,
are man-made. 20?i, I cannot accollnt for and 5% of that 20 (so
I guess you're lookir-rg at 15 and 5) are simpie designs that most
people really are not even looking at because the attr.actions of

the subject for some are pretty patterns, their compiex
geometries. I understand that. I'r.e seen it and enjoyed it myself.

But 5% are giving us something to go on.
Now, we can look at the 5% and develop the models,
perhaps invohring the 20% we can't account for. We really are
all together on this. So, with that as a statement - this is not at
all general and if the individual is present, please be relaxed
that I'm not exposing anybody - I just feel that the fact that it
has been pr-rshed into the media this week, to question greatly
my credentials for making such an arulouncement or, indeed,
har.ing such a view, I obviously have to come back on that.
And, as I'r,e done on a number of TV cameras (I think rve,re
going to be seeing sornething on the screen next week) - I am

I am not a phD in
I'm a member of the Association of Supervisory
and Executive Engineers an Associate of the Institute of
an electrical engineer by profession.
electronics.

Lighting Engineers. This verv building in which vou,re sat [The

Cricklade Theatre]

\,\,as

part of my responsibilitv for fifteen

years - one of the many complexes of this kind. I had under
my management t\,\,o hundred people odd, in 1974, when I
vvas asked to get myself involved witl-r my particular expertise,
in reorganising the British local gor.ernment system and to be

part of that. There is no doubt that had I been faking my
credentials, my knowledge of electrical science, I lt,ou1d have
been found out a long time ago. So those are all checkable facts.
the Chief Executive of Test Va1ley Borough Council can be
approached.

My responsibility ran from Berkshire to the north, right
tl-re edge of Southampton \Vater, or.erlooking the

down to

Englisl-r Channel to the south, to Wiltshile, r,r.here many of our
beautiful patterns appear, to Winchester boundary (behind us),
down through to Eastleigh. That \^/as my responsibility. So
think w.hat you will and attack the messenger if you don,t like
the message but r.r-hat I'm saying to that criticism that has been
put in the media this r,veek is check it out and let,s morre on.
The four-year studv of the Earth's magnetic field is rea11y
_
r,rrhat started this whole thing rolling this r,r,eek. But by saying
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TY interr-ieu,] that "most of the mystery will be solved" -

oi course,

rvher-r 1ou have an answer it's not a mystery. It
doesn't n-iean tl'Lat the answer isn't going to be exciting, so
asarn, to cl.rrifr-that, and tl-ie "5"/o" that popped out of my
mouth ti-rele, it rr'as iudeed not the percentage that J was
intenLllng to sar. It's all r'erv difficult but that's where this
oprportulLiir. is r a1r-rable too. So if I can just clarify on a point
u-hich might aLsc, be in r our minds to ask, a point that has
been r-err- inctrrrect on a 1ot of the media presentations about
funding - i think I n',eniionerl just a fert, moments ago that I
har-e currenth' il-uee ir-in.1ing solllces looking at this phase of

the researcl'1. T]'Lere .-.l-e :1-rasecl plogrammes going on: two

o

phases of electroma::',ti . rese.rrch came r,r,ithin the period of
time Mr. Lau-rer-rce Rt c <; ;l1er -n \err \brk r,r,as funding. This
year he has clropp.s.l Lrut -rr.i :r-..iher. rtealthr-, source has come
in, in the US. I an-r a1sr.'reri'i rr-:r'rr1er1 to frllrsue this specific
areaof researchbr-tlr't reir:rii- n--i-rutes u-rmainland Europe,
one in the Netherlanrls and !-r-..:' G-rnranr. So those are the
three sources and that s r1'rr r'.':-.1-'.... rrrr- \ rru 1-ra\'en't receitred
throLrgh inacctrrate nedi.r i.:.:- , -..,., i''.'rOkay, so tl,e're mor ing ..r-, r e:r --- -. :.:i.,'. l ll leave this slide
up during the rest of mr tinre ''r.s, ..- - -r,1 .an rie\\ that [see
illtLstrntionl. At this stage - and :.r'-r:--:-rr -lis is rrn,going; I'm
certain I'11 be back rvith quite a 1.. . -,,r-:r: :e.Llle 11e\t vear this is the sort of stage rve'r e reac:-.ej r',-:1-r- :hose simple
formations (this is wortl'r statir-Li :,-..:: :'r : rrilale l-.atterns
where all this began are appearirr-t :r.r-. -i i..--;i l-re rrorld. The
intricate designs of Southeln Englan; ;rrc i-.r:. r,\-; glo np1 fincl
those beautiful, cookie-shaped geor:-,ei:-es. .r..1-ris,re preces of
art that thev are, in the rice paddr- iiei.is o- T"::r-- rr here I har-e
been, to the Republic of China, Tairr arr, -... 1-.r:. I har e been, to
Mexico and Brazil to har.e a look at il-ris. .t'.i Lr,tre.l States and
Canada, now in Russia and otl-rer cor-r:ries.
We'r,e got two thlngs happenir-L-e i-Ler: I iee, .r.Lre, not to

o

o

eliminate, not to throw out the 20''r cri the ...rrp-er L).1tterns
but those guys are really not there rrorl.l-,..r;e . I nean, r-ou

(

s

e
)

/
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\ature's proportions & C. R. P. probable key
(aiter Colir Andrer.s)
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can see many patterns that could easilr'l-e tra:e i.r a cor.rple
of kids running around in a field ar-rd I ctrrr t r\'ani tLr get into
that right now. Let's keep it positir €, {rr rrrr ir h.:.t rr e'\ e got
and let's work this out together. We'r e soi il'.ese srmp.lg sig115.
It's really the first page of your catalogrLe ii r r.-.r -. e t een looking
at the evolving phenomenon.
These patterns are shor,r,ing that eifect i]'.at is the Earth's
magnetic field. Remember, the Earth's magrenc iiek-l is a force.
It is mimicking the actual design, is being nieas,-rred aiter the
event, it's three degrees - actua11r., rt's r arr-u'-g :et\reen t\ro
and a half and three but that's the sort t i tiqure u-e can be
looking at here - out of phase rt,ith the gror-rnrl ciesisns, so the
blue lblack in the illustratlor't ] is the crop circle, ihe recl [grey] is
the magnetic trace. Inside the red n.e're lookrns at amplltude
here, that is, the measurement of t1-re aln;r1iiurle oi magnetic
field, the force-field lncrease betr,r.een abtrlri lf r-rnits and 28
units - so it's a 100% increase in those red areas, mimicking
the ground design.
Now, as an electrical engineer, real1r'this began - and I think
some of you have had this experience, rr-here a compass needle,
as you're standing in a formation, suddenh- rotates, not for
any particular reason. Tlwe's a clue and it's beer-i there for years
as a big clue: Earth's magnetic field and magnetic anomaly.
Well, nor'r, ure begin to be able to perhaps explain away some
of this. When the magnetic field mor-es, rvhenever it moves
and cuts a conductor, electric current florvs. It's proportional
to, of course, the speed of the movement of the magnetic field

and the size of the magnetic field and resistance of the
conductor. Science today is latched into a fact it has to account
for because r,r,hen current flovr.s through the conductor you
can account for interference r,r.ith electronic equipment; you

can do\vse rety clearhl magnetic boundaries and flux lines - it
accollnts for this. When current flows it changes the enzymes
in plants, it creates cellular changes in plants - and one other
force we're looking for and we don't har.e it.
We're looking for a force which r,r.il1 create laterai movement
of several pounds - plus to actuallv place the plants in order
and in one direction. We have now plants that have electric
clurent flowing through them: ce1lular changes occur. And I
do believe, to break this into two parts, rarhen you have a crop
circle or a complex pattern made by people, no matter r,r,hat at
this point, r,r,hen you have piants lying in a parabolic dish,

radiation, you have the internal heating efiect, ,vou have the
expulsion of internal elements through expulsion cavities.
Now, here r'r''e're beginning to see that some of this can be
accounted for without looking beyond, or into, any particular

so we have hele, I think, some key elements r,r,hich are
going to be ver!- much the centre of debate next year, betr.veen
Nature's proportions and CRR r'^,,hich is critical rotational
aspect - in other u,ords, the circular rotational geometries of
which these ale only a beginning. This is the range r,t,e're
looking at. Wlren thev're placed into the Earth's magnetic field
in a particulal aspect - thlee degrees, five degrees - perhaps
other thilgs occur. L-Lformation contained rvithin them becomes
available too for use.
I just r.vant to round oii bv savir-rg t1-ris: localised magnetic
perturbation can accollnt for damage to sensitive electronic
circuits (hence the BBBC film in 1988 rvith those stlange sound
effects etc. and one television camera beirrg destroved in a fer,l,
seconds); hurnan physical exLreriences - the haen-roglobin and
the critical three-tenth milliarnp that goes on and is going on
in you right norn, for you to engage in concentration, betu,een
the brain and the heart, all affected by the Earth's moving
magnetic field; crackling electrostatic discharge sounds r,r.hen
that effect takes p1ace, which can be at anlr moment.
When fifty people around the r,r,orld say they saw sil11ple
crop circles folm, they all of them saw them form in less than
ten seconds. It does fit. Changes at the enzyme leve1 in plants
and cellu1ar changes. Dr. Levengood. Short-lirred spherical
shapes and plasmas and even a plasma illuminance period of
a.bout five seconds or so can be accounted for when discharge

mystery.

takes place from that movement in the localised Earth's

These are things to go l-rome rr.ith. Remember this:
magnetism is a force, it's not aI1 ellerg\', so u,e're still looking
for another element here; magnetic cl-rrlents per se do not flolr'
but an electric current is ploduced in a conductor r,r,hen it cuts
a moving magnetic flux field and r-ice r-elsa. Flence, of course,
electric motors and all these other thrngs, technologies that

magnetic fie1d.
Here's a question. This is where and how important our
ll,ork into this can have been and in the future r,r.eeks and
rnonths I do believe it will be headed. If r,r.e sow our seeds in
certain geometlic designs and to natural proportions or ratios,
aligned to a critical rotational aspect rvith respect to the Earth's
magnetic fie1d, would r,r,e achier.e healthier plants? There's the
questlon and 1et's r,r,atch and see r,r,here all of this goes.
One e-mail to me came from a phl.5isist in Moscor,r', saving
that the Russian scientists are extremely excited with this
particular discor.ery and, as they see it already, a theory lr,hich
fits very much their findings on the Tunguska errent in Siberia
and what is, in fact, a direct result of what has gone out this
r,r,eek, they're inviting myself at this point (I'm sure there will
be others also) to Moscow to discuss these findings in detaii.
At the other end of the spectrum, I'll read this because it's
sad and let's hope it's the last of its kind that we've been talking
about - not naming anl.body ancl all is forgiven as far as I'm

which is basicaliy what it is, protected from the air

displacement around it, by standing r'valIs of plants, we are, in
that situation, going to learn more about flatter.red plants for
agriculture than agriculture e\rer kner.v - and lr,ith the greatest
respect for one of this r,vorld's most eminent biophvsicists, Dr.
Levengood, I do believe some oI the results fa1l ir-rto that
category.
We are learning more about flattened plants: u,hen you
have plants that rt ere supposed to be in the r-ertical, are now

in the horizontal, in a parabolic dish, enhancing the UV

have come out of our understanding, man\r years ago. We can
see that a theory, rt hich is a r,r,orking model in progress, is r-erY
rapidly taking form. A mor.lng magnetic field can produce a

circular motion, spirals and hellxes r-ia moving, charged
particles. A spinning force, which is much larger around living
organisms, counteracts grar,.ity and (this is a1i peer revieu, stuff)
produces complex forms or structules. Our measurements,
incidentally, have been in the infinitesimal range, r.ery small
levels of Earth's magnetic fieId.
Iron and magnetism. Iron used to produce the strongest
magnetic fields known. Iron, r,t,ith 26 electrons, is by far the
most magnetic element knoll,n to man. (That is just a fact that
you will need to use when we look at the next t\\'o categories.)
People - humans - and the discor.,ery of the mor-ing magnetic
fjeld: see where this might relate to some of the things you'r,e
heard, the experiences people have had. Iron ls a ke,v element
in haemoglobin. This is in the blood, the human bod,v, rvhich
carries oxygen from the 1ur-rgs to e\rery ce1l in or-rr body and
when magnets are applied in healing thev produce improved
circulation. This is known by many therapists around the
u,orld. It will soon be used by man;. doctors around the u,orld.
Iron is unique and commands a central place in the Periodic
Tables and holds a central position of por,r,er in our organisms.

Plants and magnetism. Nor,rr, at this point, of coLrrse,
eminent biophysicist that he is, I'm sure Dr. Levengood has
been looking at this and will be taking it aboard for the future.
Seeds, plant seeds, vegetation, placed inside an amplified
magnetic field increases the enzymes' activitv u,hich causes
the seed to germinate more quickly and grow more vitally.
The Institute of Resonant Therapy in Cermany is currently

looking into this specific point and working rvith it. A land
artist in the United States, a lr.,e1l-known land artist, observed
some years ago that when he was \'vorking on mandalas,
constructing large-scale mandalas to Nature's proportions, the
plants grew better inside his man-mnde artwork than outside.

And

concerned:

"I

sar,r,

your discovery mentioned on Breakfast Time this

morning along with live intervier.v. You have let rne and the
subject in genelal dor,r,n r.ery badl-u,. Hou. can \-ou make such
bold statements r,r,ithout a shred of er-ider-rce to back up yollr
claims? I don't knorv r,r,hat \-ou're hoping to achieve br-rt it
seems to me that todav's inten ieu has setback selious research
the same u,ay that Doug ar-rd Dar-e's scam managed. You
should knou, as r.r,e11 as me - mrless vou don't bother to actuaily
research anv mole - that the complicated formations are
incredibly diflicull to drau- on a piece of paper, r,r.ithout rubbing
out lines..." His last sentence: "Oh, and congratuiations on
becoming a scientist."
Of course, tirat's the tag they often put. Have a look in the
dictionarl,, though. It actually is permissible, with my work

and qualifications, thor"rgh I'm not a PhD. A little bit of
knocking, I guess.

"I didn't rea-r1ise that you had a scientific background. I was
under the illusion that you worked for the Mole Vallev District
Council before crop circles came into your life etc. etc. etc."
We'r.e rattled some cages here, I know. I'm sorry if that is
the case but I thank you for this opportunity and I hope that
\'ve can literally all move forrvard together. Thank you.
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GEOMETRIC, DOWSING AND PSYCHIC
NOTES FROM 7999
Fredtiu 5i1r'rz reports on his interesting research results from the rrear.
\\-ITH THE \'IOON having turned New, r,isibility was at its
i.-ar<est as I returned to my home in the Vale of Pewsey. At
1:lr--an-1. I passed the car park belorv Adam's Grave, slort ing
dlrh'n to meet the curve. Just beyond the tumuli, a person with
a ilashlight appeared to signal twice to someone down in the
East Fie1d. As luck n,ould have it that errening for our human
iriends, even the outline of the imposing nearby hitls could
barely be made out, and I was too exhausted to chase up the
situation, but I knew it would be worthu,hile returning early
next morning.
Sure enough not one, but two patterns appeared in the East
Field on this May day in 1999, the first was impressirre by its
size alone, but with the tramline marking its entire 1000 it.
avenue, suspicions were raised. I began dowsing a qualter oi
a mile away along the rnultitude of electromagnetic (EN{) lines
of Earth energy that criss-cross this area (Adam's Grale
containing no less than eight), and it soon became obr.ious that
this pattern - a cornucopia of designs culled from pleviou:
pictograms, some of them very pale imitations indeed - carrled
no dor.vsing code of any kind; even the expansir-e EN.I lir-re that
runs through the East Field rvas missed. On t1-re grountl, ihe
tel1-ta1e signs of 3-foot planking were all er-lder-rt- so that's rr hat
I'd missed the previous nightl
But barely four hr-rndled varcls au.av in the sante iie1.1 lar
something altogether superior, a particularh' .tri\ r,: .rinecoiled serpent. Anorth-sor-rt1-r E\l lile referencecl L.r'ri,, t- iarge
tr-rmuli at the car park carried the aris.i.he r-rn'.:..i..n. antl
concentric rings r-ri energ\ :el:r'lIe iJ tha i,l,t'r-..rrL1tl i\ cre
cletectecl L.r'the dozer, - a:,-i I -,ta-. si -1 .lr1; :--:e: i-'-if .1tecl
r-ards ilom the irrrn:.iirrrl -\ cer",rl-ir-:.i' -...:-,-. :-.e:r. ,,-iif, Reiki,
and tl-rereiore L111!ier!:at-.a-. .--.-4, - .,-.-a=-r: t-c- ,.. ,:r r:'-e h t1-re
tramlilre to sar'he r'1 ieil n-.::---t . --.a -....=- -.:ll'.::iort r-rert
door, but this serpenl r\ --.i -.- -. - -::-J. :- -.ti.:.. I iL:r1n't r-et

cortre1 ed mtpre:milrd:) .:. rl:'-.l--...:-:1..:. -.'.:.-l .er rrc
were speaking the same lar.ir::.ie.

The Alton Priors Serp61'-

l

:'.:r-:t l-:--.-=i :o be I err.

:-i ;---, :-:.i< t-L ncemeat
out of the tender young L.arier-, :i: i:.--,":--; ,:a.iilres stil1

revealing. Although harsh

eal-rei

delivered mr-rch information. Beginr-rr. i a, ,:-. : ... .. :,r-igs in the
'tail,' (see Lay Diagram), the crop fle.rre.i ir, : .-:i - :r'c'ror'L a11 the
way to the 'head' in a pattern simiia: .: a D\,{ spiral.
(Ironically, a 'DNA spiral crop circie ha.i :rpe:re;i :-l.out a
hundred years to the west h 1996.) Al eacir o. t:.e -iit1e spear
points defining the coils of the serpent, the 1ar- i,,'as :oiced to
flow through a gap less than a foot rvide, arouncj sn..:1.1 i rrrtices
marked by crop that had collapsed like a ladr- s ia:r.

Alton '99: lny
La1, o1

th. Alton Priors serpent showlng compler 'DNA-tr.pe'

plant flow.
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Alttlt: tl.ousittg

r':::::-

Dor'r,,sing map shor,r.ing directlon of flor,r. and relatir e polarities.

Note small vortices with their negative/positir-e polaritr rugs and
'earth'in the centle.

Lying in contraflor,r, to the 'DNA' crop f1o!v lav the huge
seml-circles, formed by expressions of clockrtise and anticlocklt,ise mo\rements which wove back into the DNA f1or,r.,
both over and under, suggesting the entire collapse had
occurred simultaneously; the design was capped by a3 / 4ring,
out of which emerged a'mitre', essentially the visical portion
of tr,vo interlocked circles. Here, the crop had interwoven like

the waters of two merging tributaries. Quite a feat of
engineering, only matched, in my opinion, by the stunning
floor patterns of the Chiseldon 1996 formations.
The don,sing pattern proved very difficult but richly
rewarding (see dingrnm).I harre not shor,r,n the concentric ring
dowsing map due to its sheer complexity: imagine a diagram
of ripples created by hundreds of drops of rain on a puddle.
You get the idea. Here I show the linear EM energy pattern sometimes erroneously referred to as leys - which clearly define
ihe physical pattern, much in keeping r,r.ith the late Richard
Andrews' observations. The N/S and E/W llnes are positive
(male) energy which carry within it a negative f1or,. (female);
a ground or 'earth'polarity determines the imaginary cut-off
line for the 'spear heads'. The N/S line runs towards Picked
Hili, repository of a node point of telluric cllrrent; the E/W
line is interesting ln the fact that it -,r.as activated by the season's
first crop circle at nearby Milk Hil1. This line flows across the
Pewsey Vale and into a large, and generally unknown, tumuli

complex aiop Gopher Hi11.
As I mentioned before, at the tip of each sma11 spear on the
glyph lay a small fan-shaped vortex. Each one of these turned
out to be small nodes of energy, no larger than two feet in
diameter, generating two ripples of energy: positive outer,
negative inner, r,r,ith a ground point right at the centre. Such
patterns are often attributed to ring barror.vs.
A new dowsing feature is incorporated in this crop glyph:
a third EM line, generated at an angle to the traditional 90'
crossing of telluric currents, which essentially generates and
defines the ring and mitre of the serpent. This ner,v technique
of triangulation was later discovered at the Hackpen Hill
'Vortex' formation and, as far as I'm aware, marks a new
chapter in crop circle dowsing. But r,r,hat is truly intriguing is
that, br,' its direction of fior,r., this third line gave the location and possibly generated - the next formation.

Symbolically, the A1ton Priors serpent glyph can be
interpreted in a multitude of layers. Its nine coils are outwardly
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just as the spear represented uitimate light to the ancient
Egyptians. Symbolic of God or the Creatirre Principle, the vesica

is often associated with birth: the Light that creates matter;
Father gives birth to Son. Astained glass window in a Cornish

church illustrates this story, where a 'mitre' gives birth to a
circle within which sits Christ.
One can interpret this literally at Alton Priors. But since

the serpent is heiroglyphically a symbol of the forces of
Serpent: construction

The serpent is made with a selies of overlappir-rg vesica piscis.

Serpent: sunrise

The serpent as a standing wave form. Symbolical1y, the vesica on
the left shows the sun rising over the horizon, increasing the solar
harmonic frequency of plants.

disorganization and transformation, it can also be r.iewed as a
metaphor suggesting an action. So what exactly is this crop
circle transforming?
Traditionally, gods attributed with a serpent either cure
spiritually or physically. Since a major change in the pattern
of telluric energy was heralded by the upcoming double solar
eciipse of 1,999, it is uncanny that in the crop g1yph, a large
ring, possibly depicting the moon, is shown overlapping the
mitre of the Sun. Given that the 1ay pattern itself was a double
DNA spiral, one can speculate that the message refers to an
encoding of solar energy either into the Earth or perhaps our
very DNA itself.
This may not sound so far-fetched. ln 1992 the squiggly
crop circle often referred to as the Froxfield 'serpent', r,r.as
decoded by Gregg Bradden, when the geologist matched the
breaks in the formation's curve to the points on the human

DNA chromosome that contain empty programming

sequences. It has always been a puzzle as to why the complex
mechanism that is the human body should contain areas that
are superfluous to its existence. Unless, of course, they were
created for encoding at a later stage in the errolutionary cycle.
One can speculate that this date is now, the pivotal time of the
human entry into the Fifth Worid, the age of transformation,

prophesied by none greater than the Egyptian creator-god,
Thoth: "Behold, man in t1-re process of changing into forms
that are not of this world."

If, however, you are predisposed to more mundane

explanations, the Alton Barnes serpent offers that as wel1.
Viewing this pattern horizontally, one can make out the mitre
as a representation of the Sun, creeping above the horizon; the
serpent now resembles a standing wave pattern, just as in an
oscilloscope. It has been scientifically proven that as the sun
rises over the horizon to begin a new cyc1e, the frequency of
solar energy upon the Earth rises dramatically and wheat is
made 80,000 times more fertile.
So whichever way you look at this pattern, the common
denominator suggests an important evolutional message was
Serpent: kundalini

Christ

The serpent as a symbol of

rising kundalini energv

Figure of Christ, the Son,
and his relationship to the

which affects the pineal

vesica piscis, the Father.

gland, itself shaped like a
pine cone.

symbol of completion, with the tilted head indicating a state
of transformation to the next creative stage. The serpent itself
is synonymous with this creatirue Universal energy and it is
probably not by accident that the god Quetzalcoatl is
sometimes depicted as a serpent. (In fact the formation
appeared on the very day marking the end of the Aztec
calendar, celebrated by a closed meeting of tribal elders at
Teotihuacan.) This energy is often referred to in esoteric circles
as kundalini, the life force that rises from the base of the spine,
stimulating the chakra system as it spirals toward the crown
of the skulI. Translated, kundalini means "coiled serpent".
The spear point or head of this serpent glyph is created by
a aesica piscis, from whence is derived the bishop's mitre. The
a

mitre is considered by the Catholic church to represent the Sun,

imprinted here.
Dowsing Marks the Spot

I have often wondered whether dowsing could predict
future crop circles. The late David Tilt certainly knew it could
on the basis of energy build-up and discharge at nearby sacred
sites and church mounds. But surely there was another, more
direct way to track events.
Thanks to the serpent glyph's third, offset, energy line, the

opportunity presented itself. A line was drawn along the
Ordnance Survey map, with a toierance of three hundred yards

to account for the meanderlng of earth currents and
discrepancies in compass readings, and a number of possible
locations were marked between Alton Priors and that other
repository of earth energy, the imposing Uffington hill fort. As
finessing was underway, a beautiful nine-pointed star crop
formation appeared just north of Aldbourne, belor,v Sugar Hil1,
and right along the predicted line.
Having predicted the appearance of ninefold geometry for
the year, the manifestation of a second, and blatar-rt, reference
to this number came as quite a shock to me. (There would be
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five formations in all; a sixth at Staltonbury appears to hat,e
been hoaxed.) Yet this l-as smal1 potatoes compared to the
sacred geometn. generated b1r the pattern, reflecting as it did
fir.e-, si-r-, ser-en-, nine- ald tn,elve-fold geometry (sei diagratns)
- patlerns that had already been encoded into the first Milk
Hill formation- not in the physical design, mind you, but in its
dorrsing pattern. (I am now of the opinion that dowsing the
first crop circle of the season reveals an energy print whose
hidden geometry defines the physical designs which appear
later in the season.)
As I began the arduous task of mapping the EM energy
grid of the Sugar Hill star, a voice in my head kept telling mb
to "go to Hackpen Hill, go to Hackpen Hilt,,. Uncertain as to
what this was in connection with, the mapping continued.
From the diagram you will note how the physical pattern is
essentially carried wlthin a female energy flow, except for the
large central circular area, its innermost ring and ihe three
ringed satellites, all of which are generated by male energy.
The formation's N/S line, begun atAlton priors, grounded
into a nearby ringed barrow (quite a large one too) which could
only be detected on a map. The tumulus appears to have been
charged or coded to generate the new formation nearby - God,s
own paperless mail system. The crossing energy line of the
glyph emerged from another tumulus, this time atop Sugar
Hi1l, which ran westwards and into the formation. Further

dowsing established this as the trajectory for the next

formation, which shortly after turned out to be the Hackpen
Hill'vortex'gl1ph. If only we'd listen to what we,re told.
This set up the pattern of research for the rest of the season.

I followed the information from formation to formation,
predicting events prior to their appearance with an error

margin of two fields, and informing my colleagues Jane Ross,
Paul Vigay and Colin Andrews as I did so. From the cliagram
vou can see just how successful the venture was; the most
observant will notice how a number of formations are missing
from this map of the Wiltshire area. This is because all othei

StLgnr

Hill/tumulus

The largely undisturbed Sugar Hili star, already with its barley
risen to waist height. Energy from the large tumulus in the distance
set oll the pattern.
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formations gave no dowsing response, nor were they located
upon the Earth's energy grid. (My apologies if this shocks a
people.)
The refining of accuracy in terms of location and timing
improved rrith experience, bringing with it some humouroui
moments. Confident T'd nailed an emerging formation near
Easton Hill, Paul ald I brarred a 3am. dawnwatch which turned
up nothing but a chance encounter with blue ba11s of 1ight.
Unfortunatelv ther- turned out to be bolted to a police pairol
rrehicle, r,r'hose occupants rr.ere equally amazed at the srght of
two lunatics standing on the edge of a wheat field whenivery
sane person \,\,as s[11 at home fast asleep. However, two weeks
fer,r,

later a crop circle, looking like the biohazard symbol, did

Hill and Rr-bur1, (since nobody could
quite pinpoint rvhere this hastilr--harr.ested formation
appeared, no dowsing sun-e\ r\-as cirried out).
The timing pror.ed to be the most difficult part of the
exercise, but then e\.en respecied psr-chics such as Isabelle
Kingston have trouble u'ith this because there exists no
appear between Easton

conversion mechanism that a1lou s for ir.rjormation from higher
of consciousness to accuratelr- ir ork rvith what is

1eve1s

essentially a human invention relatir e to our phvsical p1ane.
The soul is everlasting, part of a tield of er-,erg.i that has no
reference to space or time.
Where accurate timing did iinallr- come together was
durlng the prediction of the first Roundrr-al iormation, for me
the high point of the season. Independentir-predicted bv
Jane,
Isabelle, Paul and myseif sometime in \Iar, the EN,I lines for
this overlapping heptagonal design began to pirLpoint its
location in late July, shortly after thev *.ere activited bv c.op
circles at West Kennett, and southr.r,est of Si1bur1.; a third
triangulating line from the first Milk Hill formation essentialiy
closed the loop.
With Jane Ross and I surveying the sprau,ling fielci below
Roundway Hill in mid afternoon, we could see a swlrLng Liquid
mass rotating clockwise above the wheat; I had been a fieid
out to the north with my prediction, but Jane lt.ouId hit it spot
on, including the time oflts Saturday mo.nir-rg appearance; it
was now Wednesday. I booked a plane for 7am. Saturday
morning and the accompanying shot is the first photograpir
of the Roundway formation, its extraordinarv 1av totally inta;i.
I know, I know: "Moronsi Given this ua..urr.. notlle, wnf
didn't-you stage a night rvatch and film the thing forming!?i,
Well, that was the plan. Thermos ready, brandy in flask, fle-ece
blankets a1i rolled up, yet as time drew closer, our group
succumbed to sudden and inexplicable fatigue, ,r-rub1" tt
muster any physical or mental strength to leave the house. It
crossed our minds that we were about to capture, on film, real
evidence of a formation appearing, yet even the excitement of
this prospect could not get us to stay awake. Ironically we were
about to capture the genuine counterpoint to the hoaxed
Oliver's Castle video, shot just a mile away in 1996, where
Jane and I had been the first people to be contacted by John
Wabe and see the video (the originnl cop,v of n hich showed
balls of light surfing over an already fonned crop circle). Such
are the coincidences and near-misses in this phenomenon.
When I later returned to dowse the Roundway formation I
survived about seven minutes before succumbing to extreme
nausea and mental fatigue, as did Jane, who was also
dehydrated; a third member of our party wouldn,t even get
out of the car. It was the most powerful formation I have ever
dowsed - with about one hundred feet sti11 between me and
the perimeter wa1l I had already counted 300 concentric rings
of energy - the most ever. Shortly after, I lost count and
concentration. Incidenially, the local gamekeeper mentioned
being awoken that night by the sound of loud, du1l expiosions.
During a later channeling, Jane confirmed that we had been

g
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Despite its obvious ninefoid blueprint, the formation encodes no
Iess than five geometrical models. Incredibly, these were all
contained within the dowsing pattem of the season's first crop
circle.

Sugar

Hill: diatonic

Gerald Hawkins' diatonic ratios relative to the design.

-!
?

Sugar

Hill: radial douse

Concentric dngs in and around Sugar Hill crop circle. Note how
the ratio between the edge of the physical design and the'wa11' of
the rings of energy conforms precisely to Hawkins'Theorem II - a
double octave.

kept away that night because anyone in the viciniiy of the
formation would have been 'fried'. The dowsing response
seems to confirm this. Alook at the geometry may also explain
why so many reported being unwell: despite the beauty of the
design - two overlapped heptagons, with an embedded
ninefold pattern generating the ratio between the central lay
and the first ring of spheres - the combination of geometries
creates a discordant tone at a molecular 1evel.
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,l
,t,

Hill: rlousing
Linear dowsing map shows polarltles, direction of flow, and
hLgar

prediction of future formation at Hackpen Hi1i.

Man-Made Miss
You will notice that one notable exclusion from the dowsing
map is the Avebury triangle crop circle, supposedly created
by Team Satan/The Circlemakers for the Daily Mail. As luck

would have it I was in Avebury the very morning of its
appearance and was able to shoot it from the air while it was
still, er... pristine. On my web site, The Crop Circular,I
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mentioned at thc tine

th.,rt thi-c

crop cilcle harl been psr-chic.r1h'

predicted. rr-hici-r cert.rin incliviclr-rals har-e taken me to t.1sk
or-er. Bnt as I pointerl trr.rt to |ohn Lundbelg at the CCCS
conierence ilL Brrstol, psvchics predict the er.ent, .rr-rcl ii one
cares lrr .rsk, iher rvill also tell you if it's going to be clor-re br
tht han.1 oi rrarl or otheru,ise; I choose not to ask for t1-re sirnple
l'€clSL)n tl-rat I prefer not to be influenced by preconceptions of

rrhat I'rn abor.rt to

dor,r,,se.

As it tur:ned out, Team Satan's

clain-red design clowsed as dead, missing jtrst about everl.

possible energy line, with u,hich the Avehurv area is
particularly r,r.e11-endor'r,ed.
It is only fair to applv the geometric techniques used on
5;enuine crop circles to knou,n man-made attempts, and in the

accompanying diagrarn, an aerial photo that requlred very
minor correction for perspectir-e r,r,as given the same geometric
workout. Clearly., the sinrple triangular pattern does rrot hit
the level of accurac\. so often associated r'r,ith the real thing.
Moreovel, the incised pattern - based on the visual illusion of
Neckel's Cube - is norn-ra11y b.-rsed on ser.en circles, not Team

S.rt.rn's six, makirrg the visual illusion a lot harder to achieve.
Sirrce the tirne of rvritir-r5;, ner,r, evidence from Chacl Deetken
.urt1 Lr-rl Pringle appears to undermine the Daily Mail's
seqrlellce oi er ents, ;rr-Lcl u,ith it Team Satan's claim to this crop
crr-c1e. To .rtlcl to this.I took an aerial shot of the formation as I
f1err.arr..,r irtr-n \\ac'1en Hill; on the side of the hill near the

lir er, at a secluded point just off a footpath, tl-rere lay
a sm.rll .1r-rurbl.el1 iormation, tr.hich seems to har.e appeared
the sanre nighi. C..r-rLl tl-Lis be the actuarl crop circle made by
Te.-rm Sat.rr-Ll -\iter' :ll. Lulder the glare of a fu1l moon, nobody
is going io r1lstl1rl. \ !rl1r \irrr k-in-progress r.l,here they can least
Ker-Lnett

see YoL1.
NI.-rv the

Lishi

:i: :revail

:.--',,

(Freddy Sili,it /rrts i,.'.',. .-., -'.
Hi. totttl,t tltr,:-7., r'

rn this p1-renomenon.

',...,':rilr.l cro\t circlcs since 1990.
, . ,. . i:. Ficltls" is JinnLltl being

.

I'trbli;ltel iu 5,7'f ,r' - - ..'. ,:- ,,' ,'...r,rt'cll r,isit "Tlrc Crop
Circtlnr" ioeLtstte rll \r'rr rr.l.,, ; ', :..-.:'.'..:let
i

llotLttdrttntl

ia
D1l-1

:.. :r1,rir 'i).)

I rC^e,tengi

The first recorded image of the RountI':r ii,rr:':.1,.r, rritl.r
its pristine, and cluite complex, cr-rp f-lLr\.

iltshire .l.F .irch-c rr ere trackeri br .1orr:ing, helpitrg tq prc.clict
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Windmill Hill ancl \{est Kem-rett respectir.elli
are overlaid to shorv the precision of fit, Both u,ere used as

Team Satan's daring hoax at Avebr-rry lacks the geonretric.'ri
perfection normally associated n,ith the real phenonrenon.

foundations for the Mar.an cosmological ternplc; the West Kerulett
or.erlav (grer,) also dcnotes tr tetraheclron unfolding in fractal form.

Tn o tormations, at
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INTERSTELLAR COMMUNICATIONS
ACOSMIC APPROACH

:

Introducing the method of information-gathering through lexigramming. Cnrol Coclrane.
FOR SOME YEARS I have taken a particular interest in the
crop circle phenomenon, including as an official of the Centre
for Crop Circle Studies, and have 'channelling' experience. As
a result of mv personal ir-rvestigation into this mystery, I have
uncor.eLed u,hat can best be described as a series of 'cosmic or

interstellar communications' to humanity from beings from
another u,orId. These 'secret messa[Jes' have been deeplr'
encoded within the arctual place names of sites of major cropr
circle actlvity. The communications relate directly to and
concern crop Circies, UFOs and a great deal morel It is r-nrintention in what follows to share this discovery u,ith all tl.ro-se
u.ho may grasp its possible implications and importar.rce,
While r,r,e are seeing the ingenious manifestation oi the r.no.rt
beautifr-r1 and striking displays of cerealogic artistrv in the frelds

of countries wolldr't,ide, it is interesting to note that

tl-re

phenornenon is not entirely exclusive to cereal crolrs, .rs crrcles

have been found in mediums such as sar-rd, ice, n-rars1-rlar-id,
rice paddies, scrub, grass, twigs and earth.
It u,ou1d appear that the intelligences be|rirrd the circle
making force are trying to catch our attentior-i bv shrrrrering
us with these shapes and patterns in an atten-r1.t t(r con\-e\. a
message and in 1993, r,r.hen they caught m\- attention. I realised
that it had to be a very important messaqe u-rdeed to go to
such lengths to deliver it.
But r,r,hat is the message? And rr'ho is ser-r.ling it? Are these
mysterious crop circles the rvork oi erir.rterrestrial and/or
extra-dimensional beings? Is it or-rr o\\-1-I c!rllecti\-e nncortscious
mind, as some have suggested, trlinE trr aLert us to the clangers
of our actions (or inactionsl) torvards each rrther and our r'vorld?

The circles do shoiv srgr-rs r.i the most remarkable
craftsmanshlp

ar-rd

llesign an!1 resear!h she.rls features in their

construction that rvoultl be ir-uprp55if le for humans to
physically create. Attempts trr repLicate circles including
features such as bending stalks (r.n.rqic bends) at gror-rnd ievel
and at nodal points u.ithout breakins t1-Lem has defeated all.
The sheer size of these thirrg-s, laid dou,n in the dark, the
complex sacred geometry in the desisns, t1-re intricate lay and
weaving of the crop, molecular changes ir-r the composition of
seed heads inside the circles (increasing vield and r.itality),
the huge numbers of them rvorldrr-icle etc. are just some
examples of a genuine phenomenor1. \\:ith so much evidence
to the contrary, ruling out humans as the originators becomes
an easy task - certainlv enough for me to seriously consider
the reality of the ET/cosmic entitl scenarlo and I was, to say
the 1east, deeply intrigued by this apparellt cosmic calling card.
In view of our respective governments' deliberate attempts to

deny us any information about the realitv of extraterrestrial
beings and the possible reasons for their visits to planet Earth,
I found this elegant and spectacular sign language in the crop
to be particularly ingenious.
We are being invited to discover the nature of this reality
ourselves by stretching our imaginations; actir-ating intuition;

testing the physics, the maths, the geometry; making

as

thorough an investigation as possible of these patterns. They
appear to be a catalyst to ne\,\. a\'vareness, u,ith nert, levels of
consciousness leading many people to reassess their prerriously
held r.iews and opinions about the origins of life on Earth and
their place and purpose in it.
It is an exciting, renarding but challenglng task to

12

undertake and mv sincere appreciatiixr and thanks go to all
those r.alued and committed investigators around the world
r'r'ho continue to struggle with it, iacing the challenge (and
sometimes the ridicule) of bringing their findings to as many
people as possible. Hoaxers harre to some extent cornplicated
the str-rdv of the phenomenon, by refr-rsing to shor.t, erridence
tl-rat thev created the circles thev lay claim to. I harre to say in
.-r11 honesty, if I were capable of producing such phenomenal
artistrrr I would want the whole r,r,orld to knon, about it!
T1-rankfr-rIlv the additionai challenge posited bv hoaxers has
not deterred the man1. who continue to str-rdv this rnyster,t,
especiailv those r.r,ho are prepared to look at the 'extremes' as
rve11 as all points in between and are managing to maintain an
open mind whilst researching and considering the r'r,ider reality
and the true meaning or message behind these circles.
While rve may conclude that these crop circie patterns,
glvphs and symbols represent some kind of abstr:act

communication to humanlty from a highly advanced

intelligence (which reqr,rires considerable ermounts of tirne and
ener5;y to decipher and extrapolate rneaning from - often
ambigr-rous), it r,r,ould appear that the same intelligence has
cler.eril, included another aspect of the phenomenon that has
been prer.iouslv unsuspected and thelefore undiscor.erecl - that
is, until r-Lor,v and before you read these decoded messages, 1et
me teI1 you hon. I found them.

Method used to decode 'Place Names'
About ten years ago I came across an unusual system of
'word analysis' similar to Anagramming but much more
flexible and intrigr-ring. This was given in the book Slar
Sigrts...the Secret Codes of the Unitter-se by Linda Coodman, a
weil thought of astrologer and numeroiogist, rvho came to
regard 'Lexigramming', as she termed it, as much more
important.

The basic concept of both historic anagramming ilnd
lexigramming is that words, names and phrases may contain
hidden meaning and/or messages. With lexigramming, r'vhich
is more flexible, as one works r,r,ith the zL,orrTs that can be
compiled from the letters of the 'original' rt ord or words,
certain rules apply (for example, the r,vord, name or phrase
involved must contain no lnore than 15 separate letters). With
both anagrammlng and lexigramming significant meanings/
messages should have some connection with the original
lexigramming, which, while mole advanced, appears to have
its roots in anagrarnming.

Used by a competent practitioner, lexigramming is a
powerful tool for decoding and deciphering the 'hidden
secrets' of ancient and modern mlsteries. It is a process of
practical n,ord extraction from the original name, phrase etc.,
making as many new words as possible and intuitively
'tapping lnto' the secret message concealed u,ithin. (Some
might call it divining.) There is a clear sense of a telepathic
Iink with the intelligences who encoded the information - those
r,r,ho claim to be the'circle makers'. The accuracy of the
extracted data must, of course, remain speculative until it ls
pro\ren otherwise. Every r,r,ord contained in a'message/letter'
is derived from the relevant 'letter bar' - i.e. the Piace Name
reduced to its component letters.
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To extract the hlclderr comrnunication it is necessal\- to
reduce the place name to a 'Letter bar' and create as man\ner,r, r,r,ords as possible out of it, inclicating be1or.r, the 'letter
bar' hou. many times each letter can be used in each neu. l.ord

is in operation amongst this collective but it is my contention
that there mav come a time when such a policy becomes

- e.g.

uncertain tuture, possibly with so many problems that they
are in danser of ir-rflicting serious or fatal damage to not only
themseh es, tl-Leir ou n planet and star system, but also through
their rgnorar-rce of the existence of life throughout the wider
unir-erse, other sr-sterns and sectors of the cosmos and their
inhabitants. Perhaps jn circumstances such as these there may
be reasonable grounrls ior intervention.
Bearir-Lg il-r n.unrl lhe case for possible 'back engineering' of
extraterrestrial spacecrait, it seems that with the increase in
sightings oi UFOs, .lrrse en.ounters of various kinds, crop
circles ar-rd assortecl trther anomalous er,ents, we are being
subjected to a 1'rr6fsun.-1 lessrrn i1 adr anced levels of 'science
fact' while the real 'science iiciion' is in the old fading belief
that we Humans are the sole in|Labitalts of the entire universe.

ALTON BARNES WILTSHIRE
ALTONBRESWIH

222121222127
ISIS OSIRIS SIRIANS TWIRL WHEAT ATLANTIS RISES

As I say, certain rules must be applied. No more than 4
volt,els can be used and no more than 15 separate letters,
including vowels, can be probed. If a name does not conform
to these parameters it rt ili serve no useftr1 purpose and must
be left a1one. The "Alton Barnes, Wiltshire" 'letter bar' contains
4 vou.els and 8 consonants = 12 separate letters. With the new

words rer.ealed - and often before - the intuitive part of the
process is activated by *y intention and focus and a very
powerful collaboration begins.
The system of lexigramming words was channelled, or
impulsed, to the late Linda Coodman many years ago because
it was time for us to have a tool to help us unravel the ancient
mysteries, the long-unanswered questions. She was given the
task of bringing the reality of the system to her worldwide
audience through her book Srar Slgns. I am personally grateful
to her for

fulfilling

redundant. Perhaps in ertreme situations, when certain
cir-ilisations and their rvorlds are facing a precarious and

To date, I

har

e iir,rr--: er itlence of interstellar

communications concealecl

rriiirin 9[

separate place names,

although work is sti11 ongrrin* rr itr n-Lanl more. After nine
years of this research I furd that the>e leiters' are specific to
the phenomenon and rvi1l noi l.e ilr-rckeii out oi just anv place
name. I am not claiming to har-e crrmpleiei\- 'cracked the code'
- only this particular aspect of ii.

The'Letters'

the assignment. I somehow felt instinctively

that I had been waiting for this tool but only became aware of
the fact when I saw it. Even so, I was to undergo another six
years of 'training' in its use be{ore finally opening the 'cosmic
mailbag'. The 'letters' that follow are the result.
The data in the 'letters'

ALTON BARNES WILTSHIRE

In January 1993, while contemplating the significance of
the appearance of crop circles at sacred sites, it occurred to me

to apply this technlque (which I'd used successfully in

a

personal way for years) to the actual place names of sites of
crop circle - and, to a degree, UFO - activity in the Wessex area
of England, in the hope of revealing sorne clue as to the nature
of the apparent phenomenon occurring at that location.
I was not disappointed, finding considerabiy more than I
had dared hope. In fact, I was quite stunned by the sheer

amount of information that

r,r,as

fiowing out of this source,

which clearly identifies the presence of Cosmic beings, ETs and
possible cosmic intervention. The messages also express grave
concerns for Planet Earth, echoing other current warnings
(channelled or otherwise).
In my opinion, the beings who are making contact in this
wa). are a collectir.e of intelligent, benign, caring races of
extraterrestrial origin working in harmony with the elementals
of the 2D telluric realm to manifest the designs in the crop.
They wish to alert us urgently, in no uncertain terms, to
the reality of their existence, of their great love for humanity
and this planet earth and especially of their wish to assist us at
this time of 'great change'.
Through these 'letters' they are issuing an offer and
requesting a response to it. These'letters'from our interstellar
neighbours appear to be positive, informative and constructive.
They are, to say the least, illuminating. I conclude that these
beings are working collectit eiy to bring about a solution to
the difficulties being experienced on Earth and would like to
include us, in a fully conscious way, in that coliective. It is, of
course, up to us to respond or not, as the case may be. They
appear to be doing al1 that they can to attract our attention.
It would seem that some kind of 'policy of non-interference'
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It is important to remember, as \-rrll r€dd the following
encoded messages, that everv n ord i. cortained rvithin the
letters of the place name.

WEARE NOTALONE
ATLANTIS RISES - EASTERN STATES \\ EST IzuSH ISLE
THE SEASARE RISINC NOW
BE AWARE - TWISTER TO HiT EARTH
TELL ALL WHO WILL LISTEN
NO WARS - NO STAR WARS
STAR WARS TILTS THE EARTH
WARN ALL THE OTHERS
THE LETTERS ARE HERE IN THIS ARE.\
WE SENT A SERIES
THE LETTERS ARE AT ALL THESE SITES
THE ANSWERS ARE IN THE LETTERS
THIS AREA IS A STAR MAP
AN INTERSTELLAR SITE
WE ARE STR]AN

WE TWIRL THE WHEAT
WE ARE THE REALARTISTS

THE TONE - THE ONE NOTE IS HERE
IT IS IN THE STONES
ISIS/OSIRIS ARE WITH THE

NI\E

ISIS - STAR SISTER
OSIRIS. STAR BROTHER \IVAITS NEAR HERE
IT IS THEIR WISH THAT WE ARE IVELL
SHE WILL START THE WHEEL
START THE RENEWAL - THE NEW LAWS

IT IS HIS WISH - IT IS HER \A/ISH
(cor.t'd. on p.i6)
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PFIOTO GALLERY

Picked Hi11, !\ri1ts

\r cburv Dor,l.n. Wilts

Beckhampton, Wilts

Windmiil Hil1, Wi1ts,

Lockericlge,

Hor-revstreet, Wilts

\A/i1ts

Stanton St. Bernard, Wilts.
11

Woodborough, Wilts
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2000 (Part Two)

Bishops Canlrngs, Wi1ts.

Rounclu,av Hi11, Wllts
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(cont'd' rromp
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THAT THE HAIE THAT HAS RISEN IN
EARTH IS LAIN TO REST

wE WILL HEL-[, I,LANET EAI{TH ALSC)
THE HEALERS WILL STOP THE PAIN
OTHERS WHO WISH NOT TO HELP PLANET EARTH
WILL NOT HELP
WE ARE THOSE WHO WILL HELP
WE WAIT TO HEAR
IT iS NOT TOO LATE

THE

TREES
TREE

RAISE THE
RAISE THE ONE
BREATHE SWEET AIR/TASTE SWEET WATER

HEAL THE EARIH
SEE WITHIN TO THE HEART
A WISE SEER IS HERE ON THIS
THE TRIBES.WILL RISE

EAST FIELD ALTON BARNES

SHATTER THE TARNISH - NOT THE EARTH
START TO HEAL THIS PLANET
THE LAST SEAL IS NOW OPEN

EARIH

THE SEAS WILL RISE
THE LOST ISLE WILL RISE
WEST IRISH ISLE - EAST STATES
TWISTER HITS EARTH
TELL ALL WHO WILL LISTEN

WILTSHIRE

NO WARS - NO STARWARS
STAR WARS TILTS THE EARTH
WE WISH TO WARN ALL THOSE ON EARTH

DNA STRANDS BONDS LIFE ITSELF
ALL OF LIFE
SEE THE DNA STRANDS IN THE EASTFIELD
ATALTON BARNES
SEE THE ASTEROID BELT ART

IN THIS

AREA

ISIS/OSiRIS WAITS TO HELP EARTH
WE WAIT TO HELPALSO

IN OTHER FIELDS
THE TONE - THE ONE NOTE IS IN THE
STONES

ARTISTS

WE ARE THE REAL
WE ARE THE ONES WHO FLATTEN THE
AS HERALDS OF A NEW WORLD
A NEW LIFE

WHEAT

FORALL

ISIS/OSIRIS WILL NOT LOSE THE ONE NOTE
THE ANSWER IS SET IN THE STONES
WE TWIRL THE WHEAT
WE ARE THE REALARTISTS

WE ARE NOT OF THIS WORLD
WE ARE SIRIAN
WE ARE IN THE ORBIT OF THIS
WE WISH TO ASSIST THE EARTH

EARTH

STONEHENGE WILI]SHIRE ENCLAND

AND ALL THE LIFE ON IT
ISiSAND OSIRISARE WITH THE NINE
DO NOT FILL THE LANDS WITH WASTE
LANDFILLS ARE A DISASTER FOR LIFE ON
AND FOR THE EARTH ITSELF

INDIAN ELDERS TOLD

OF THE LAST

EARTH

WORLD

AND OF THE NEW WORLD AHEAD - DO NOT BE AFR-A.ID
IT IS THE DAWN OF THE REBIRTH OF THE EARTH
THE EARTH WILL RENEW ITSELF

IT IS THEIR WISH THAT THE HATE THAT HAS
RISEN IN THE EARTH IS LAIN TO REST
THE SIGNSARE THERE TO SEE
SEE THE SIGNS IN THE WHEAT
WE TWIRL THE WHEAT AT THIS SITE AND
AT ALL THESE SITES

THERE IS NO NEED TO FEAR

TELL ALL WHO WILL LISTEN - NOT TO BE AFRAID
WE WILL BE THERE ON EARTH TO ASSIST

SISTERS

WE ARE ALL STAR BROTHERS AND STAR
BE AWARE THERE ARE OTHERS NOT OF THIS WORLD
WHO DO NOT WISH TO ASSIST - AND WILL NOT

ASSIST

BE AWARE ALSO THAT THERE
ALIEN BASES ON

EARTH

ALTON PRIORS

WE ARE

NoT

ARE

WILTSHIRE

LAIN TO

LEARNWHOWEARE
THERE ARE ANSWERS

IN THE LETTERS

THE TONE - THE ONE NOTE IS iN THE STONES
ISIS AND OSIRIS SANG THE ONE NOTE INTO
THE STONES LONG AGO
IT IS THEIR WISH TO SING A NEW SONG
TO RAISE EARTH TOAHIGHER STATE
LEARN TO HEAR THE EARTH'S HEART
LISTEN TO THE EARTH
HEAL THE EARTH
HEAL THE HEAIIT

ALSNE

IT IS HIS WISH - iT IS HER WISH
THAT THE HATE THAT HAS RISEN IN THE
IS

THE LETTERS ARE AT ALL THESE SITES
READ THE LETTERS WE SENT

REST

EARTH

RAISE THE TREES
RAISE THE ONE TREE
LEARN TO SHARE THIS EARTH

THIS ONE WORLD

HEAL THE EARTH - HEAL THE HEART
LEARN To SHARE THIS
THIS IS WISE

EARTH

EIS/OSIRIS WISH TO HELP HEAL
PLANET EARTH
WILL THOSE ON EARTH ALLOW THIS
WE ARE SIRIAN - WE ARE NEAR

t6

SHARE THE EARTH OR SHATTER THE EARTH
SHARE THE EARTH AND SHATTER THE TARNISH

HELP?

HERE

WE WISH TO AID THIS EARIH
SEE THE DNA AND THE ASTEROID ART
SEE THE SIGNS
WE ARE THE REALARIISTS
THE SIGNS HERALD ANEW WORLD
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AN EXTRAORDINARY'ICE RING' IN
CFIURCFIVILLE, MARYLAND
The first authentic'crop circle'pictogram ot2007? Ed Sherioood.
MYSTERIOUS 'ICE CIRCLES' or 'ice rings', generally

than two things in common: they both depict a circle with

measuring between 15 and 20 feet in diameter, have appeared
in thin ice ponds and water courses in Canada and the US for
many years. One of the most impressive events occurred
during a night in Februarv 1993 when dozens of ice circles
and concentric rings rlngs formed on the Charles River in
Boston, Massachusetts. The following morning "hundreds" of
workers at the acclaimed Massachusetts Institute of Technology

straight-edged spur, or pathway, protruding from it. In
addition to this, the Churchville 'Pictogram'is especially
interesting because it appeared in thin ice and the
meteorological svmbol denotes a 'coating' of ice. Although
there are differences in their pictographic proportions, I think

(MIT) were witness to the

a

their similarities are more significant, considering their related
iconography. Also, in keeping u,ith the design conception of

ama tingphenomenon tha i,
like the more n,idely known

and prolific 'Crop Circle'
enigma, seemed to occur for
lhe very purpose of inviting
SEIlOUS

scientifi

c

investigation - and an
explanation (Ref 2)
More recently, in 2001.,
also reported in February, it
seems that the first crop
circle 'Pictogram' has
appeared, not in any type of
crop, but in thin ice, near the

town of Churchville in
Maryland, USA! This new

formation, measuring
approximately 30 feet in
diameter, was particularly
unique and interesting in
that il" consisted of a ling
witha straight-edged spur, or

rectangular pathway,

extending from the ring's

outer perimeLer (Fig.1 ,
estiffiated front photograplr). Reminiscent

of a very similar

pictogram that first appeared in barlev near Whiteparish in
Hampshire, England, in 1987 (Ref . 3), this 1itt1e - but profoundly
significant - spur seemed to challenge anr. idea that the
formation could be explained as a 'natural' er.ent.
In the late 1980s a new crop circie design impuise seemed
to enter the crop fields of Southern England, as iJ to question

the view, held by some at the time, that the crop circle
phenomenon was either manmade or somehou, naturally
produced. Like the prevailing view of many people today, in
the wake of claimed and evident crop circle pictogram

'hoaxing', that only simple circles and formations are likely to
be authentic and most probably a phenomenon of nature, it
seems that another 'psycho-spiritual' spanner, in this case in
the form of an 'ice pictogram', has been thrown into the
machinations of such assumptions.
Beyond challenging our assumptions of causative reality
and being a possible continuation of a very 'psycho-interactive'
phenomenon that often manifests in the form of a 'response'
to researcher, public and media views and observations, does
the design glyph of a ring with a straight spur mean anything?
Interestingly, it does. The sign of a filled-in circle with a
straight bar extending from it represents, in meteorology, 'a
coating of ice' (Fig, 1)l

Though clearly not identical, the two signs do have more
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many authentic crop circle formations or-er the years, the
pictogram sign was an 'opposite' variation of the symbol
(modern and ancient) most associated with it, making an exact
identification

a

litt1e elusive - and clearly an exercise of inquiry.

This indicates, in my view, that the authentic crop circle
pictogram phenomenon, forming in many terrestrial mediums,
is alive and well, regardless of being currently perceived by
some researchers and the public to be 'on thin ice' due to
recently projected high percentages of manmade circles and
media announcements to the contrary.
Was the angle of the spur significant?
This I don't know without accurate measulements but if it
pointed to North, or especially'Magnetic North', it would be
significant, with a great many authentic crop circle formations
of the past aligned to this primary geomagnetic and geomantic
compass bearing (Ref. a).
Between the latter months ol 1990 and spring 1.991. I
discovered numerous literal and meiaphorical references to
' International Meteorological Symbols'
depicted in authentic crop

circle design symbolism, challenging and supporting, in my
view, that certain meteorological conditions do play a role in
the physics of authentic crop circle creation. One of the largest
and most impressive authentic pictograms to illustrate this
point occurred during the predawn hours of lltln. luly 1990,
when, amongst other things, its design symbolism depicted a
77

the ver)' field
forecast of theprevailing weather conditions over

it formed in, hours before and after its appearance. I soon
realised upon 'reading', or deciphering, it that it actuallv
represented the most suitabie meteorological cor-rditions, first
observed by Dr. Terence Meaden (a meteorologist) back in the
early 1980s, for 'atmosplteric plasmns', or 'Earthlights' and
authentic crop circles to form in!

Additional information, including in-depth research

documenting the depiction and meaning of international
meteorological symbols and themes referenced in authentic

crop circle pictogram design 'statements', can also be found in
my article entitled 'Let Lls Remember Dragors: A Meteorological
Connection in Crop Circles' at

It r,vas a parapsychological researcher from England,
Andreu, Collins, r,r,ho first coined the very apt term'Temporary
Temples' to describe the energetic spaces occupied by crop
circle formations, in his 1994 book "Alien Energy" (Ref 5).
Folmurg in a pond, a concentration of water and a place
u.here 'lel lines' oiten cross (Ref. 5), can the Churchville ice
pictogram nou-be added to the long 1lst of sites visited by this
proioundir- spiritual, n orldu ide modern-day nriracle we call
the Crop Circle pher-romenon? I think so.
Special thanks to L,vn ltiner for reportilg tl-re ice pictogram
and giving permission to inciude her ph613t.uph and to Paul

http : / / cropcircleconnector.com /Millennium /

Anderson for widely disseminatjn-9 the rep611 through his

drasons98.html
Another meaning attributed to a glyph consisting of a circle
with a straight-sided spur proiecting from it can be found in
mediaerral alchemy, when it was sometimes used to rePresent
'nigltt'.In astronomy, a sign consisting of a straight spur

CCCRN E-News bulletins.
For additional information and images, r lsit Par-r1's site at:

a filled-in circle is also sometimes used to symbolise
an 'eclipse of the sun'. Though I'm not sure if this latter
meaning has any relevance to the Churchville ice pictogram,
it probably did, like most authentic crop circie pictograms,
appear during the night, when most ice circles and rings also

w r,r'w.seocities.com

attached to

seem to form.

The alchemlcal symbol for night Kris (Sherwood) first
observed in a pictogram that appeared in 1998 in Wiltshire,
that also incorporated a sign used by ancient alchemists for
'fire'. When combined, she realised, the formation could be
read as 'Nigltt Fire' and a perfect metaphor to symboiise an
atmospheric plasma: a type of 'physical'luminosity generally
reported at night, that has been seen to precede and fo1low
authentic crop circle creation.

Additional information, including in-depth research
documenting the depiction and meaning of alchernical symbols

and themes referenced in authentic crop circle pictogram
design symbolism, can also be for-rnd in an article Kris wrote
entitled 'The Philosopher's Stone: A Stone Most Precious' at
http : / / cropcircleconnector.com /Millennium /

htto: / /www.eeocities.com /cropcirclecanada
and 'Ice Pictogram' report at:
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Additional Millennium Research articles can be found at:
http : / / www-eropeircleconnector.
millennium.html
and at:
http

Philosooher.html

Another aspect of the ice pictogram that seemed to be a
matter of inteiligent design was its placing in the landscape
near a town c alledChurchville. The importance and significance
of'sacred Space'has been repeatedly referred to in authentic
crop circle design symbolism si.nce the early 1980s; as well as
in the geometry, mathematics, timing and placing of nonmanmade pictogram events, that frequently occur in close
proximity to ancient sacred sites and/or associated place

/cropcircleca nada / ch u rchville0 I.h tml

:

/ / w w w ' c r o p c i r c l e r e s e a r c h c o nr / c g j - b i n /

CCR?a=millennium
Mailing address:

Millennium Research
PO. Box 2084, Santa Monica, CA 90406, USA
E-mail:

millennium9@earthlink.net

names (Ref 5)

The Churchville 'lce Pictogram'
Fig.'1
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O Ed Sherwood 2001

A Meteorological Symbol
lndicating 'A Coating of lce'
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WFIY CROP CIRCLES?
layne M. Spencer tackles the Big Question.
AI 70 YEARS of age Carl Jung was asked by a student reading
"Pilgrim's Progress" at the time, what was his Pilgrim's
Progress? He said: To climb down ten thousand ladders, so nozu at
the end of my life I can reach out the hand of friendship to this little
clod of earth that I am.
In order to see the glory of crop circles they have to be

viewed from the air but in order to try and understand their
dynamics they have to be scrupuiously analysed, measured
and the slightest details recorded on the ground. But this
diverse attention to detail still does not produce the evasive
meaning - comprehension that has something to do with the
gut and not just the head, in other words, the world of the
sou1. This has been my jourrrey into crop circles, To climb down
ten thousand ladders - and it starts with the question of why
circies in crops?

If they

are supposed to be enlightened messages from
higher beings, aliens, Mother Earth or God himself, why make
circles in crops and not on the grass lawn of the White House?
It is almost as if this question has been seriously understated,
for when we look deeply at this issue are we not looking into

the birth of humanity? Without the cultivation of crop,
humanity would not have evolved from the hunter-gatherer
or, more importantly, we would have stayed, in Darwin's
evolutionary terms, the same as every other mammal on the
planet, fighting for survival, kill or be killed. However, in the
reflection of crops we are witnessing not only the birth of
humanity but also the birth of all the religions, for once
humanity became conscious of its surroundings and could use
the Earth for its own ends, that immortal question, "IAIho
created all of this?" must have been raised. And it must have
been the natural world which supplied us with the answers.
We must have looked towards the stars, the moon and the
sun and the changing of the seasons, knowing when to plalt
and when to reap and out of contemplating the sky and
surrounding world, was mathematics born? The straight line
of a shadow cast by the sun and subsequent angles of the circle,
the movement of the moon at night, the position of the stars was this the birth of all knowiedge, the universal language of

mathematics? And from this, in evolutionary terms, did
humanity grow to develop language and was culture bom in
the meteoric rise of the ancient civilisations - from the makers
of the stone circles to the great pyramids of the Egyptians and
Maya, to the Roman Empire and so on and so on until we come
to the present day? Rationalising these r.r.ide, sn eeping
statements, is it really pure coincidence that the circle makers
decided to use crops for their background carvass?
And so to the 20th. Century and the words of Martin Luther

King:
"We are now faced with the fact that tomorrow is today.
There is such a thing as being too 1ate. Over the bleached bones
of numerous civilisations are written the pathetic words 'TOO
LATE'. If we do not act, we shall surely be dragged down the
dark corridors of time reserved for those who possess power
without compassion, might without moraiity and strength

conkol, where the poor of the Third World are forced off their
land into shanty towns by the World International Monetary
Fund, to service this debt and trade with us our staple diet of
chocolate, coffee, tea, bananas etc. in a grossly un{air trading
system set up by a handful of Global Western Multinational

Companies and their puppet politicians in the name of
democracy and a free market? Is this not the truth of world
hunger?
Over the last three years I have been activeiy involved with
"|ubilee 2000", campaigning for a debt-free start for the poorest
countries. Peopie have formed human chails all over the world
and I have witnessed the harmonics of over 80,000 people
blowing their whistles against debt-related poverty and the
tiny knowledge of harmonics of crop circles that lrcadinThe

Cereologist resonated in my gut at such a deep level of
understanding.
Do we want to face the perverse illusion of division, hatred,
conflict and war, where the great military machine not only
has the power to end all life on the pianet at the push of the
atomic weapon button but does so repeatedly every time a
depleted uranium shell is fired? Humanity is standing on a
precipice at the dawning of the 21st. Century, facing a brave
new world of technology that is changing the face of the planet
forever. And so I contemplate, why the circle?
From reading Omraam Mikhael Aivanhov - the symbolic
ianguage of geometrical figures:
"At some time or another in your life you must certainly
have dropped a pebble into water and seen the ripples forming
ever-expanding circles around the point where the stone
dropped. Everybody has seen this phenomenon but how many
have ever stopped to interpret it? Those who know how to
decipher the great book of Nature recognise in the circular
movement of the ripples flowing out from one central point,

the expression of of prodigious process: the geometric
expression of the creation of the world.
"A far-reaching science and a vast body of philosophy is
contained in this figure of the circle with a central dot. The

circle symbolises the universe and the dot in its centre
represents the Supreme Being who sustains and animates it.
Look at it and you will see that the central point is exactly the
same distance from every point on the circumference; and it is
this that enables it to maintain the circle in perfect equilibrium.
A ceaseless ebb and flow of exchange exists between the centre
and the periphery, communicating life to the whole area
enclosed by the circle. The fullness of life is there, vibrating,

palpitating, digesting and eliminating, breathing and
thinking...
"Also, if one interprets the significance of the number

10,

one sees that the 0 is the circle and the 1 is the dot in the centre.

woman and child on Planet Earth is in debt to the world

Yes, the 1 becomes a dot, for the horizontal projection of a
vertical line is a dot, a point without dimension. So the 1, the
central point, represents the masculine principle and the 0, the
circle, represents the feminine principle. And when the 1 and
the 0 are united, they represent fulfilment, plenitude. Without
the 1, which represents the masculine principle or the spirit,
matter, represented by the 0, is not organised. Itpossesses every
potential wealth but it can be organised only by the 1, and this
is why the 0 should never remain alone, otherwise it will be
for all time chaotic, unorganised matter.
"The book of Genesis says, 'And the Spirit of God moved
upon the face of the waters.' The Spirit of God is the masculine

bankers and financiers and are therefore under their complete

principle which overshadows matter, 'the waters', to give

without sight."
What do we want for humanity in the dawning of the 21st.
Century, the Age of Aquarius? Do we want to be dragged down
the dark corridors of time, recorded as a people who let 18
million children die each year of malnutrition in the Third
World? Do we want bleached on our bones that every man,
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life and form. 'The l,aters' are l epresented br-

t1.re 1,

the central

it

be animated br- tl-re sprrit, matter ren-Lains
formless, the formless void spoken of in Genesis. But rvhen
the spirit gives it life and form, then all those potential ricl-res
it contains begin to manifest themselr-es and it becomes an

dot. Unless

olganised u-orld, a universal people with innumerable sr-rns
and cor-rstellatior-rs. So it is the universe that is the 0, the circle
that has alreadr. been fashioned, r,ivified and organised by the
spirit, the 1. But r,r,ithout the 1, the 0 remains inert and stagnant.
"\Ve can see the application of this 1aw in our ou-n ir.urer
1ife. The r,r.orst thing that can ever happen to a human being is
to be separated from the 1, to lose touch with the spirit and be
no more than a 0. For when this happens man becomes a desert,
a land as barren as a woman who has ner.er been fertilised. To
be fertile you have to maintain the contact with the 1. You will,
of course, never be anything else but the 0, but in the same
way as the entire universe is 0: a 0 that the spirit, the 1, never
ceased to vivify."
In order to understand this information, bear in mind that

our ancient ancestors used symbols to contain all their
accumulated knortledge. Today, look around out towns and
cities and you will see many of these symbols in architecture.
Has this ancient knowledge been forgotten or kept under
wraps by the initiated fer,r,?
So what does this information tel1 us? That a world der.oid
of spirit will only create chaos and anarchy. Is this not the world
we are witnessing today? The Human Race needs some central
axis if we are to face this precipice and for me this central axis
has to be the teachings of Jesus Christ - not the Church's jesus
Christ, but the real Jesus Christ of the Gospels, who teaches
abor-rt Love, Peace, ]ustice and Forgiveness. This is the next
stage of humanity. This is how we r'r.ill evolve.
2000 years ago Jesus pitched lis tent lmong LLS. Not the rich,
not the learned, not the priest or scribe, but arnongst the poor
and downtrodden. He came to form a ner,r, society, like a silent
ripple across the waters, based on Truth, Peace and Justlce.
but somewhere along the way his societl, u.as hijacked by
organised religion and he has been held captir-e er-er since,

LETTERS
An Open Letter
.from Pollq Carson

This is an open letter to those crop circle researchers r,vho knor,r,
crearte and
indeed, r,r.ho support them by girring t1-rem publicity. Cor-rsider

rLaiied to the cross br- the r.ery same svstem r,r,hich fought him

e\-erv stelr oi the rlar- 2000 Years ago. Jesus'only
commandmtnt (\Iattheh- 22)
"

sa]-s:

Lor e tl-ie Lord r-or.rr Cor-1 n-ith

soul,.rnr1

a1i

vour heart, u,ith all your

rrrih.:ll r-onr mind. This is the most greatest

comn1antl-rlent.

T1're seLLr1111

most irnportant commandment is

like it: 'Ltrle \-ar-lr riergilbor-rr

.rs

I'onrself."'

Ar-rd at or-rr- ijlal j'"r.iqmeri r\Iattheiv 25) rve r,r,ill be judged
not on 1-rorr- rlar-ir i-rt1.s -,r e go io mass or how many

cornmandments lre 1'.:., e ::c--i:' :r-rt sin-iprl1. he says:
"I r.r.as hungrl ani i'.li ie; ::-:e. tr-Lirsir- and you gave me a
drink; I r,r,as a stranser :ri.,.-.r :eclied me in your homes,
naked and yor-r clotl-red ;r:re : I ..., .:. .,:i :i.; \'aL1 took care of me,
in priSon and r orr r isite.l r'..
"When, Lord, did rre e\ cr !r= .., -i ,-,,,..Lr\ .-[rd feed you,
or thirsty and git e ),ott a driyLkl 1\ r-e:r ,i : -,, € €\-er see you a
stranger and welcome you in oLLr ]-,rrir-.trs -,t' :-,,tke.1 and clothe
you? When did we ever see r ou sick .,i ii- ':ri..r-r ar-rd rrisit
you?
"And the Lord will reply: 'I tel1 ror-r, irl'-er'.e,.el rou did

this for one of the least important of t1-Lese ir-Lcl--r'er: rrf m\
family, you did it to mel"'
"When, Lord, did we see you?" It is almost as ri ,i,'e .irr not
even have to knou, him or belier.e in him in ordel ttr L.r- his
'Righteous Ones'. Nor,r, that's my kind of divinitr- - a Humar-r
Being r,vho can sacrifice its own ego for the greater goor1. I rr i11
close on a note about Carl Jung: after vears of der.oting hls life
to healing efforts, he made a strikin5; observation about hou
people are and are not heaied. He wrote:
"AI1 the greatest and most important problems of life are
fundamentaily insoluble...They can never be solr,ed but only
outgror,rrn. This 'outgrowing' proved on further investigation
to require a ner,r, lerrel of consciousness. Some higher or u,ider

interest appeared on the patient's horizon and through thls
broadening of his or her outiook the insoluble problem lost its
rlrgency. It was not solved logically in its or,r,n terrns but faded
r,r,hen confronted with a new and stronger life urge."

playing it with the lives and futures of both people and animals.
I a-rppeal to voll lr,ho know who the1, .ue to stop then-r. If
they continue, they could be responsible for the reintroduction
of this terrible disease to Wiltshire and indeed other counties.
It is because of you that theY thrive and continue their actir.ities
- for if you igrrored them, I'm sure they'd llo awav so I think
lrou need to take solne respollsibili[. for their actions.

who the hoaxers are and what fonnations they

this:This year is verv different to any other becar-rse rve l-rar.e
Foot and Mouth disease in Britain. Some davs ago a folmation
appeared in East Field right next door to dor,r,nland rvhich has
cattle on it. As we r'vill not be able to prerrent people entering
the formation, otir livestock is at risk from infection. Recently

there have been outbreaks

in Somerset (a neighbouring

county), Devon and the Brecon Beacons. These aleas had been
previously clear of F & M for weeks but the infection has
somehor,r, occurred again. Who is to say this r,r,,i11 not happen

in Wiltshire

?

Actively creating

a formation in close proximity to livestock
(and thereby encouraging people to r,r,alk orrer the land ) is not
merely an act of vandalism; it is a mindless disr:egarding of
the severity of the impact of Foot and Mouth on farmers and
their livestock, not to mention all the other industries affected.
The hoaxers are playing a very dangerous game and they're
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Rotating disc experiments
from Kenneth l. Eruing

I did

take a srnall (3" diam.) electricallv l.reatecl plastic disc
and rotated it on wet grass on my front laun and also grass
growing in a flor,r,er pot.
The heat source rt,as about 100 r,r.atts DC for about two
minutes and then the current r,vas turned otT and al1ow-ed to
'cook' the grass. The cllrrent \,vas on ar-rd off for about five
minutes total r,r,hile rotating only counter-clockwise. The disc
did learre a flattened curr.ed patteln ln the grass, as one might
erpect (a 'saucer nest').
Sornetimes tl-re grass recovered and sometimes it seemed

to turn brol,r,n. A certain amount of faith rather than clear
photography is reqr-rired.
Possiblv there are others lr,ho can do a better repeat with
possibly high flequency AC super:imposed on the basic DC.
The DC field of m1, coil doeslift against a permanent magnet.
THE CEREOLOGIST #31

Possibly 'astute' designers 'rnight' fly a UFO using the
Earth's magnetic field.
(I see vou l-rave the same idea on the cor.er of the r.ecent
issue #30.)

hr-rmarrs) carr be inserted into plants. This is whv the ASA
r,rpheld the complair-rts against Monsanto when it claimed that
CN,f n'as just an extension of traditional breeding.
I think tl-Lat this is just another attempt to change people's

imases
Another hoaxed hoax?
om M i chnel B tr r oi u s

.li'

Illustrating Richarcl Savi11's article in the DniLy Telegraph ol7th.
Nor.ember 2000 [concerning the prosecution of Mattheu.
Williams for makir.rg a crop circle u,ithout permission] is r,vhat
appears to be a geometricallv accurate seven-pointed star.
The fact that the star point at 12 o' clock in the picture is

rneasurably shorter than some of the other six points is
interesting br-rt rea11v of no serious consequence. What is
interesting - and defies erplanatior-r - is that Matthew Williams
(and a friend) spent three nights making the star r,r,ith planks
and poles. Hou-er-er', I see no traces of footprints which should

comprise three joun-revs in - and three journeys out - by
Mattheu'!\ri11iams (ar-rd a friend). The classic tramlines shor,r.
no deforrnation rvhatsoever, as they would have clone by the

thild

n

igh t.

Hou, they gained access to the star is the mairr mystery.
The other mysterv is why the fine rvas only f100, with his
accompanying friend apparently avoiding any penalty.
My conclusion is that Matthew Williarns did r.rot create this

in the collective unconsclousness to further

Corp.ror31s -\gencla.
arts knorr-s rr h.rt

the
Anr.body knou.ledgeabie about the occult

I'n

Here are

tr\-Lr

talking about.

nlore eramples:

(1) O;rcr - C.rrreLrt, meeliaeval Utopia where peace reigned
and jr-rstice pre\ ailerl etc. NL)it, - l,inning the lotter.V; greed is
good, rnoner- is Co.1, "Ir n-ttst be you!"
(2) Big Brotl'rer, 1.rSl: O,rcr, - a damning indictment of an
authoritariar-r socict\ \..:. - a tackr. TV series where, I'm tolcl,

you can u,atch a lrr.:ti,ri

jq111rf-

sitting around in their

underpants, rlrinkirrg L;. ger.
I hope thls lettet Fl.i. . \c! :trn1e t)l \-ou to look into the
activities of the Jol-rn hurt-- C:-- .r-e r' hich is jtrst dorvn the road

from rne).
A11 this informatror-i .:r..j.::-:-.ici.. n-rLrre can be seen in a
document on the interr-ret enti:,e.i !. -.t.rrrLrloilt/ itt otLr Science
C tt ttLttt tttt i atlo /Is ? Rep ir r I rrt-'t :t1 r : -,et1 a e C OmmnnicatiOn
activities at the Johr-r Innes Cer.,tlt IIC . The JIC also features
prominently in'Cnptit e 5f,i l.': ihe C -,::-,.t::t Takeover of Britain'
C

h1 Ceorge Vonbiot.
Kind regards to everr.bodr.

formation. Are these r.iervs shared?

Crop circles: a fourth theorrJrotn S. E. ScnntmeLl

'Crop Circle Cenetics'?
from Mick HarLly

The Vortex Theory \ ras never a starter ...:-.r1 ',.,:s eLmrnated by
the increasing complexitlr of t1-re desig:.,s.
The Hoax Theory \tras, of collrse, irreie-' ar.t urries> it could
claim not some only, but all of the ser.er-al l-:.-u1!i-:eri er ents that
har.e occurred in the Wiltshire are in the iast r.r1 \ eais, imprlr,ing
not one but several parties at pe.1k l.eri..i- . ,.en there t,ere
tu.o or three in the same night, eacl-L rr rth at leasi r)1re parked
vehicle, yet never caught red-handed l.r .t keel.er, iarmer or
police rright patt'ol car; morcover'. lterr rr..i.r rLr lc,l .'rr t hr the

I

thougl-rt readers would like to see yet another example of
crop circles used for corporate interests: a report b,v Caroline
Jenkinson in the Eaeriirrg Netrrs of 231d. Mav 2001 describes an
exl-iibitior-r being held a-rt t1.re Johl Innes Centre, near Nonvich,
rvhich had "taken a top prize at tl-ris r-,ear's Chelsea Flor.r,er
Show.. The...exhibit eniitied Crop Circle Genetics has been
au,arded a gold medal. Using a rice paddy fie1c1 plus plots of
r,vheat and maize, the erhibit explair-rs to r.isitors the
cornplexities and sirnilarities of cereal crops...Dr. Ray Mathias,
head of science communication at the ]ohn Innes Centre, said:
'This gold mec1al is a great achievement and a r,vonclerfr_rl
recognition of the effectiveness of the John Innes Centre's
eiforts to bring cutting edge science to the pr-rbIic in an
accessible r,r,ay."'
The Jo1.rn Innes Centre tries to portray itseif as an impartial
science research centre but this appears to be far from the case.
It seems to be actively providing misinformation and bogus

claims and generaily duping the public. Now they are using
crop circles to further the 'corporate agenda'.
The ,f ohn L-rnes Centre exhibition seems innocent enough
blrt t1'rev are trying to tell the public that genetic modification
is no rlifierent from plant husbandry and selective breeding:
"Amtrnq the claims in the JIC feature there is erren one that
got \Ior-Lsanto ir-rto trouble with the Advertising Standards
Agencr. Lr.rder a leprodllction of an old seed catalogue
illustration ot rlifieler-rt r arieties of tomatoes, a caption states
that it'shorr-s tl-rat plar-Lt genetic modification is nothing new."'
This "nothins neu " claim clirectir. contradicts the JIC's own
definition (on the G\1 Issues u-eb site) of what "Genetic
Modification' is. It is clearh'misleading i.r.1-ren such tr:aditional
plant varieties r,r.ere protluced br cross-pollination among the
same, or closelv related, sPecies to suggest that there is no
difference from GM, n'here genes irom ant. ciass oi organism
(e.g. viruses, bacteria, r-rnreiated plar-rts, animals and er.en
THE CEREOLOCIST
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incredibly complex designs that cor-r1d nrrt be .rcl-rier ed in a
week of claylight and still less in the brlef hour: tri a Summer
night.

Nor does it seem probable that a mar-L's -.nthusiasm u,ould
or-rtlast the sacrifice of his night's sleep, r.rtrt .nce or trr ice, but
nigl-rt after night for three months, r,r,ith conseelr-rent loss of at
least half his daylight working hours.
We are left, then, with only the theon'oi 'Tralellers' from
other Solar Systems r,vho have learnt horr io trar-el or-rtsicle the

time dimensicx-r.
But are we? Such there may n,e11 be but rr e need not look
so far in this context. In one hundred or iir e hr.rndred vears'
time our owr-r descendants u.ill har.e learut the scirne anrl could
evidently use the knor,r,ledge to render practicable not only
travel in Space but also to trar.el back in Time: findrng, then, a
pleasant recreation in exercising an art-form upolt otlr twentyfirst centurv fields (and the more likelr to do so if b1. that date
corn is no longer grown). There liar-e scenled to be glimpses at
times of t1 \rery human sense of hnrlour. ren-rarked upon in
this Magazine, in the succession of designs.
Also, it is surelv inconceir.able that Tr ar-e11ers from another
Solar System should bl, c1-rance irar-e in Llse our Molecular
Symbols nolr, beginning to appear in the Designs (or that our
-FIoaxers should be at,are of t1-rem).
There is evidence that rvhen corn designs appear, they
appear instantaneousl,r., like a stencil application. That an
excessive proportion appear at night sr-lggests that it is easier
in the absence of light to control any force-fields involved and
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.good result.

Fai.rtastic, perhaps, but no more so than the concept of Space

Tralel, rr'hich n'e har.e already, and fantastic phenomena
:ornmonh- har-e eqr-raliy far-Ltastic explanations.
\\-hr, then, the corn designs and their concentration on the
\\-iltshiler/Hampshireborders? There are other regions of corr.r
lar-rds suitable for the purpose. Having got thus far upon
reasoned er-idence, one may be permitted, perhaps, a descent
ir-rto plausible guess-work. Was a scientific Establishment that
iracl developed time trar.el iocated there - and u.e are wihressing

il're competitive performances of the Members of some StafI
Chrb? It could be that they do not need to make a phvsical
r-isit, beir-rg able to operate an unmanned unit, or even to cut
t1-reir laser-like stencils, of increasing complexity, r,vhile sitting
ir-r comfort wlth their drinks (some things do not change) on
the Club Bar'.

VIDEO REVIEW

-]ohnsayer

Sorensen: following Roy's talk at the Cricklade Theatre,
Andover, Peter had asked him for a date on which we could
expect to see something in the Alton Barnes/East Fleld area.
Thus r,r,,e found ourselves on a co1d, moonlit but cloudy night
between the car park overlooking East Field and Knapp Hiil.
Ron was resting in the car while Peter and I, armed with our
camcorders, scanned the skies.
We had been trying to figure oLlt some erraticaliy moving
red lights a long way off to the south, and once they had been
gone for a lr,hile Peter r.vandered or.er to the summlt of Knapp
Hill lvhile I paced, shivering, up and down the public footpath.
The silence was suddenly shattered by a helicopter tearing
r,r,estwards along East Field from behind the hili, below where
I stood and close to the surface of the crop. Half-way aiong the

field it veered sharply to its right and up, over the road and
directly over Ron's car. Ron awoke in shock just in time to see
the darkened craft "bristling witl-r antennae",il's cockpit dimly

illuminated, thundering bv only yards above him. By now I
was frantically videoing. By the time Ron had joined me, the
helicopter was describing figure-of-eight circuits above the
Knapp Hill/Adam's Grave/East Field area. (We eventually
realised there must be two or three more doing the same thirrg.)
The helicopters finally moved off rvestwards and calm

one of the most important contributiorrs er)er
on both the UFO and crop circle phenomena

descended once more. We then noticed down below, towards
Alton Barnes, a small orange light, which I first took to be a

streetlight in Alton Priors. But

\!e Are DefiniteLrl Not Alone (Part

One)

by Roy Dr-rtton

(Horizon Video, Torquay)
Refreshingly, this is one of those productions n hich actually
lives up to expectations. Roy Dutton, with the credentials of
being a professional aerospace engineer (r,t ho trained with A.

\r. Roe & Co. Ltd. during its BIue Steel cruise missile
der.eloprnent years in the 1950s), suggests in the introduction

to this r.ideo that the viewer "wi1l find it extrernely difficult
not to accept as a fact that this planet is under constant
astronautical surveillance by der.,ices r,vl-rich are not humanly

contrived."

it

began moving ahnost
glow on the crop, and we
suspected it rvas a torch being held by someone in the field.
Peter finally returned from his wandering ar-rd the three of us
studied the light as best we could. I caught it on video, but the
resr-rlt is not too spectacular: a sma1l point of light agalnst the
imperceptibly towards us, casting

a

surrounding blackr-ress. We might have dismissed it as probably
being something mundane, except that it gradually dimmed,
became a glowing mist which spread out over the crop, and
slowly dissipated. It was only later that I remembered that we
had gone to East Field in the first place precisely because of
Roy's caiculation!"
But back to the video. Having plotted the "parking orbits"
and where and n,hen sightings were likely to be made in

relation to them, Roy was able to superimpose data from
Arthur Shuttlewood's UFO Magic irt Action and Terence

During his time with A. V. Roe Roy transferred to the
l\reapons division because of his interest in rocketry and space
trar.el, which led to his being invited to join the Special Projects
department. From 1959-63 he r,r,,as a member of the British
h-rterplanetary Society, engaged in ftr11 time feasibility str,rdies
on space travel, and has spent the last 32 years in private

Meaden's The Circles Effect A lts Mysteries and discover that
his calculations r,r,.orked. Subsequent sightings were indeed

scientific research into woridwide UFO sightings and
encounters and presents here (not for the first time, I might

by plasma vortex breakdown. When Roy checked out

add) his theory that there are specific "parking orbits" around
the Earth used by spacecraft whiclr release and retrieve smaller
aerial devices. As he convincingly demonstrates in this video,
he has compiled charts and produced a computer programme
against which he can not only test his hypothesis but also, in
doing so, predict n,here and when a UFO sighting should occur.
As a result of rigorous analysis of sightings, during which
he looked for possible "commonalities", Roy discovered that
77'i ol incidents occurred r,vithin one mile of ancient sites. A
close second on the list of possibie links were transport systems
(motor\,vays, raih,r.ays etc.), and Roy concluded that there was
a predominance of new developments in the vicinity of anclent
sites (especially from the Roman occupation period) and that
it seemed that human activity was being monitored over a long
period of time, with ancient sites being used for navigational
pLlrPoses.
In 1999

I had the prir.ilege of participating in a "test" of
Roy's calculations in the company of Ron Jones and Peter
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made where they "should" have been according to his
predictions. This should be of interest to croppies, since Terence

Meaden had suggested that UFO sightings were possibly
explained by plasma ba1ls and, of course, crop circles produced

information from outside the UK, he discovered that data from
Michael Hervey's UFOs Oaer the Southern Hemisphere also iitted

his charts ({or an example of this chart-matching see TLe
Circular *24, Spring 1996, where Roy demonstrates the
predictability of the UFO/ring formations in Japan in 1991).
One particular event familiar to ufologists which fitted the
charts is the unexplained disappearance of Frederick Valentich,
who, along with the plane he rt as flying, vanished on contact
with a UFO over Australia.
Of his intricate calculations of "parking orbits" and ground
sightings/encounters, Roy says, "...these discoveries add up
to a perfectly programmed and precisely executed ongoing
surveillance and exploration activity, nhich ls being carried
out by fully-automated spacecraft and aerospace vehicles with
built-in artificiai intelligence." He adds, "The time has now
come for the tittering about the UFO topic to stop."
Part 2 of the three-part series deals with abductions and
memory-loss, as well as the connection with crop circles,
including some of the 7990-9lpictograms, whichRoy suggests
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were attempts to alert us to the significance of planetary

mean that - on the left); in message (eternal words of wisdom

alignments as navigational aids. Part 3 is sUbtitled "Scientific
Proof of Visitations by Extraterrestrials". If Part 1 is anything
to go by, then this set of videos is one of the most important
contributions eoer onboththe UFO and crop circle phenomena,
and one which no seriously interested person can ignore.

for anybody at any time, flavoured simply by the author's

(We Are Definitely Not Alone #L-3 are available from }lorizon
Video, PO Box 3,Torqray, Devon TQ2 8YT. Part 1 costs f1,2.99,
Parts 2 &. 3: f,14.99 each; 2 videos for f26.00 and 3 for f,39.00 prices incl. p&p.)

BOOK

REVIEW-RavCox

outside or inside the'crop circle community'
we can all share with this little book
Crop Circle Wisdom - Simple Teachings from the CircleMakers by
Denni Clarke. (SpiritPassage Publishing & Communication,
50

Agua Viviendo, Santa Fe, New Mexico 87505, USA. $18.95.)

Denni Clarke, a CCCS member, is British-born and lives in
California. She spends considerable time in Wiltshire circles
country each summer, in addition to ieading guided tours to
circles and ancient sacred sites in the west and south-west of
England.
The leading word here is 'simple'; in size (less than A5 - to
slip in your pocket); in style (short texts on the right-hand side
of each page and stunningly beautifully reproduced photos - I

perceived crop circles' attributes).
The simplicity of this book, something like those Patience
Strong editions, seems to add to its concentrated beauty. The
paper is glossy the photographs, no less than 44in a book of
just over 100 pages, are by the author and consist of some of
the most exquisite Wiltshire formations of the last few years,
some in their landscape settings. The cover, showing the
Bishops Canlings 27th. June 2000 formation darkened to
compleinent a purple background of stars above it and another
formation floating through a firmament of other {ormations
below and on the back means that, placed on a coffee table
amongst other but super-giant tomes, it's this one you'll pick
up first.
What, though, of the substantial content of the book, the
words themselves? It's the result of a sincere and profound

inspiration which comes from the author's own

transformational experiences when visiting crop circies. The
themes, the philosophies perhaps, a page each on harmony,
beauty,joy,love, innocence and other attributes of such eternal
verities, do need crop circles, of course. They are their own
raisons d'Atuebutwhen combined with the beauty of the circles
and the contemplation of whatever meaning and purpose
might, or might not, lie behind them, this book can serve to
inspire not only seasoned 'croppies' but also anyone who
knows little about circles or has seen few good pictures of them
- or has, of course, been subjected to only negative and
debunking reporting.
Its content is not the first of its kind and it's not science but
the intimations of a personal journey in a mystery which,
whether scientists or simple folks, outside or inside the 'crop
circle community', we can all share with this little book.

REPORTS & SKETCFIES
]ust in time for this issue, Norfolk has played host to at least
two confirmed formations so far. The first to arrive (in barley)
was at Hellesdon, on the northern outskirts of Norwich and
just off the Cromer road, next to NorwichAirport. It is believed
to have formed arormd 13th. |une. Being so public, it has had
several visitors already. The large circle is about 50' in diameter
and the smalier, around 30' away, is about 27'. (Tttts event is
only a mile from my home - but don't even think about it!)

O
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The second formation is in North Norfolk, in less mature barley
which has risen up already to the point of obscuring any clear
sight of it from the road. The farmer does not want any publicity
(or visitors) but a full survey has been conducted by Norfolk
CCCS and the information will be published at a later date.
Initial estimation reveals that the formation is on an alignment
of (at least) a church to the south-west and a group of tumuli to

the north-east. (The largest circle is also c. 50'.)

oo
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CLOSE ENCOUNTERS OF TFIE DECEPTIVE

KINDhr the world of crop circles, as elsewhere, things are not always what they seem.lohn Sayer.
JUST AS EVERYONE was getting geared up for this year's
season of formations, 'croppiedom' was stunned to learn on
16th. June that Terry Wilson, author ol The Secret History of
Crop Circles, had announced via the Internet his "decision to
quit the crop circle arena for good."

people involved with
local research groups in
Wiltshire gaining

Now, Terry is not the first or only croppie who has made

infamyby subsequently
becoming hoaxers. Rob
Irving, for example, was

public such a decision: for those who remember his

once a 'researcher'

involvement at the turn of the 90s, there was also John Macnish,

connected with the (now

who produced the excellent video Crop Circle Communiqu1, onTy
to follow it up with another video Crop Circle Communiqud II
(.Reoelations) and the book Crop Circle Apocalypse, in which he
sought to share his conclusion that we had all been conned
and that hoaxing was far more widespread than had been

defunct) Beckhampton
Group; Adrian Dexter,
likewise, who had
photographs published

hitherto believed.

Harbingers of World

Nor was |ohn aione. Other weil known figures in the field
of crop circle research retired from the scene during the 90s most of them quietly, with no public announcement - but none
with such damaging effect as Jim Schnabel, who, having

Change in1991., went on
to lead the winning team

worked closely wlth such researchers as Terence Meaden, Pat
Delgado and Colin Andrews, published the damning Roard
In Circles (Physicists, Poltergeists, Pranksters and the Secret Histonl
of the Cropzuatchers)

In an article in

tn 1993.
SC #94 (Spring 2001), Michael Clickman

wrote:
"...I was overwhelmed to realise something so obvious that

I call it Axiom One. It is as follows: Everything to do with
hoaxing is untruth{ul. Eaerything to do with hoaxing is
untruthful."
This cannot be taken too literally, of course, because, for
example, this article, which is itself to do with hoaxing, ls
truthful. But I see where Michael is coming from and I would
like to adopt and adapt his Axiom One in the form of Axiom

One/A:
Hoaxing has eoerything to do utith untruthfulness.

This brings us back to Terry Wilson and his reasons for
retiring from "the crop circle arena". His e-mail announcement
continues:

"A1l the geometricaliy complex formations, which make
such impressive works oI art, are the resuit of human
endeavour, and anyone who says otherwise is, frankly, kidding
themselves, in the absence of any robust evidence. I know,
because I haoe made a few of them, and witnessed, in fu1l

knowledge, the irrational

and ecstatic reactions of the

research

community"

[emphasis added]. Oh, dear.

Presumably this now casts a

new Iight on formations in
Sussex, whence Terry hai1s.
So here we go again with
another case of a former
croppie turning hoaxer. But

this is nothing new and such
shocking revelations shouid
come as no surprise these
days: at the beginning of the
last decade we had various
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in Crop

Circles

in the circie-making
competition held at West Wycombe the following year. At the
time it was widely believed (because that was the information
disseminated) that it had been his first attempt at making
circles. This is now known not to be the case and he features in
]tirgen Kronig's book Und Wieder Kornkreise (Crop Circles
Again) in a photograph taken by Ute Weyer, which bears the
caption (traaslated), "On the weekend before the crop circle
competition: Adrian Dexter practices with members of the
German 'Forschungsgruppe Kornkreise' in a field near
Magdeburg."

Forschungsgruppe Kornkreise (Crop Circle Research
Group), otherwise known as the FGK, is Germany's equivalent
of our own Centre for Crop Circie Studies. Ute Weyer was a
prominent FGK member and it was presumably through her
relationship with Adrian (in the croppie community in latter
years she was usually referred to as "Adrian Dexter's exgirlfriend" instead of by her actual name) that Dexter became
involved with the FGK himself. Interestingly, we find on p.
237 of lim Schnabel's Round In Circles: "On Friday evenings I
would drive down to the Waggon and Horses, and Rob Irving
would be there, with Ute Weyer, a pretty young circles tourist
from Germany..." Schnabel also wrote in her own copy of his
book: "To Ute, with very best wishes. lim. Please make some
pictograms in Germany". Dexter's own inscription, in Crop
Circles - Harbingers of World Change, was "Ute, I hope this book
wili always remind you of your adventures in the English cornfields discovering the wonderful patterns created by 'wee
beasties'l Best wishes and thank you for everything. Adrian."
At the CCCS Branch Convenors' meeting in Oxford of
November 1995, by which time I had become - as yet biissfully
unaware of the above - involved with Ute Weyer, Barbara
Davies, a prime mover of the forthcoming CCCS Emergency
General Meeting lsee belowl, drew attention to the fact that in
the latest issue of FCK Report, the organisation's quarterly
journal, my name appeared on the inside cover alongside that
of Adrian Dexter, who was "a well known hoaxer". I pointed
out that our names were included as "Colleagues in England"
and that we were connected in print only and that, furthermore,
in Michael Hesemann's bookThe Cosmic Connection (Worldwide
Crop Formations and ET Contacts) my name appeared in the
index as "Saye\ John" directly below that of "Schnabel, Jim"
but that I hadn't been'working' with him either!
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Un{ortunately, although I had read }ohn Macnish's Crop
Circle Apocalypse the previous summer, I was more concerned

with studying crop circles than croppies themselves, so had

cerealogicai grandf ather,
Doug Bower. Others present

no occasion to call to mind part of Macnish's own confession,

included Doug's wife Ilene,
all of the Wessex Sceptics,

which would have rung loud alarm beils for me at the time

Rob, Rod,

(Chapter 27, "Circles of Deceit"):

"Adrian Dexter, winner of the L992 Circlemaking

Competition, was fumbling in the dark with a helium cylinder.
He and his gang of German friends had got bored with making
circles. They had moved with the times: they knew the new
craze for people like George Wingfield and CoiinAndrews was
UFOs and they, like Schnabel and Irving before them, were
very proficient at giving the 'believers' just what they wanted.
This whole craze of 'hoaxing' UFO sightings had started in
1.992w|th the CSETI watch run by Colin Andrews to try and
communicate with the 'unknown intelligence'. The 'hoaxers'
saw a brilliant opportunity for lights in the sky to impress the
CSETI watch and gained another success...
"Alton Barnes was dark and cold. An untouched East Field
stretched out into the mist. A11 was quiet as we opened the
back of my car. Under the blankets was a strange contraption
made up of several gas-filled balloons, each containing a green
chemical light. Three of us lifted it out and released it into the
cold air. At first it wobbled about, then it started to ascend.
Up, over the dark wheat fields it drifted, carried by the light
breeze towards its destination."
Then one August evening in the summer of '95, while in
The Barge Inn near Alton Barnes, an American researcher, on
seeing that I was with a group including members of the FGK's
'committee' (among them Ute Weyer and Harald Hoos, editor
of FGK Report), took me aside and asked quietly if they were
the team that had made the new formation near the Avebury
Avenue. I was aghast at the question, since I was spending
most of my time with them: no way could they be hoaxers!

But then some time later details and photographs were
published of Adrian Dexter (who had been spending time with
the group that summer) and Harald Hoos making a formation
in an organic field near Bishopstone as a commission for the
Soil Association, for their latest advertising campaign.
To make matters worse, my attention was drawn, by a
"we11-wisher" , to an article by ]ohn Lundberg, of Team Satan,
in issue#14 of The Cerealogist (at that time still under the
editorship of George Wingfield), entitled "Working Backstage
with the Circles: a Journey into the Heart of an Anomaly",
where John details the development of his involvement in
circle-making and his meetings with the likes of Schnabel,
Irving and Dexter. He describes the first publicly-advertised
meeting of human circle-makers in 1994:

"Rod [Dickinson]
and I first met the

Wessex Sceptics at the
Fortean
Times
UnConrt ention9

4.

It

w as

there that we told them

about the upcoming
circlemakers convention
in Wiltshire...At the end

ol July, to avoid any
dissonance,
the
circlemakers convention
was rehoused from the
advertised venue of the

see more cleariy why so
many people, especially in
the CCCS, were getting very
twitchy about the fact that I,
a Council member of the

CCCS, the

Assistant
Secretary, Archivist and

Editor of its journal The
Circular, was now in a

relationship with "Adrian Dexter's ex-girlfriend". There were
frantic phone calls and faxes when the news broke among the
croppies. I myself was wamed that thewhole affair was awindup and that I was being "used" for nefarious purposes. Concern
was so rife that one of those responsible for pushing through
the EGM of the CCCS rn 1996 (which kicked out all members
of the then Council, including myself) initiated a change to
the Constitution, which has from then on required all members
of Council to be "resident in the UK". (For obvious reasons I
was visiting Germany a lot at the time.) Also at the 1995 CCCS

Branch Convenors' meeting, Ute Weyer was challenged
publicly by Anthony Cheke on the question of hoaxing circles,
an allegation she stridently denied. Anthony subsequently
wrote to me to express the concerns in certain quarters that I
was associated with this woman and that, despite her
protestations to the contrary in Oxford, he had received
evidence of her apparent involvement in hoaxing and wanted
her to 'come clean' about it. In the circumstances, I hit the roof,

especially when we were being referred to as "the Christine
Keeler and ]ohn Profumo of the crop circle community". Of
course, again with hindsight, I can see how to many that was
an apt description and, in the light of what I now understand,
Ihereby make an unqualified public apology to Anthony Cheke
for my response to his letter at that time.
It emerged from a reading of Schnabei's book that he had
wormed his way into the confidence of just about every 'key

player'on the crop circle

scene of the time and had

subsequently betrayed their trust. This should

hazre been a lessotL

to us all.

As the 90s progressed, one of the aspects of the annual
'evoiution' of crop formations which became more and more
of a talking point was the apparently uncanny way in which
'the circle makers' seemed to be piaying games with the
croppies, when time and again some pronouncement on the
subject would be turned upside down the following season
by events which contradicted that pronouncement. Perversely,
the opposite also happened, whereby a prediction would be

made about the phenomenon's future development and - 1o
and behold - the next summer would provide examples of that
very prediction. (Now I must stress here that what I'm referring

to

are public pronouncements; there are other, seemingly

paranormal, events invoiving crop circle related predictions
which do not have mundane explanations, the factor common
to most behg that they involved priaate experiences.)
Even the veteran hoax-claimers Doug Bower and Dave
Chorley (vintage 1991) made it clear in trying to prove their

'Waggon and Horses'to

claims that they had made a point of hanging around

the aptly named 'Who'd

researchers in order to find out what they did or didn't expect
from future circles - and created more formations accordingly.
Not long ago we were greeted on our TV screens by the
nocturnal spectacle of a BBC film crew and the circle-makers

a thought it?' pub in
Lockeridge. The guest of

honour was
THE CEREOLOGIST #31

Adrial, Ishtar and
Ute Weyer from Germany."
With hindsight, I can now

my
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sincerely

came clean when they found themselves getting annoyed that
others were gaining the public's attention or making money
through crop circles. Others have given similar reasons for
making formations.
As I have stated many times before, my own position on
this subject is that there is a 'swirled circle' phenomenon, which
I am satisfied is somehow part of the UFO phenomenon and
that it sometimes manifests itself in fields of cereal crops - along
with all the other media in which circles have been discovered.
It must never be forgotten that when Doug n'Dave (the "Men
\Atro Fooled the World" indeed!) made their first circle - if they
ever really did, before 1991 - they were seeking to imitate an
already existing phenomenon. Schnabel says in Re'oelations,"I
actually believe there is a genuine phenomenon that lies

interested in

beneath

Team Satan,

about to make

and film
formation

a

belowtheAlton

Barnes White
Horse, being
berated by one
of those who

had

caught

them in the act

for wasting the

time of those

all the hoaxing." Terry Wilson writes in his
confessional e-mail that "There is of course a genuine
phenomenon too" and Matthew Williams has been crusading
for some time now on the theme of what can be learned from

crop circles.
One of the
leaders of this

'hoax-busting'

the paranormal experiences of the human circle makers.
I believe that there is indeed a conspiracy to debunk the
crop circle phenomenon - literally so 'underground' that its

outfit, Matthew

Williams, later
confessed to his

own hoaxing
activities and, indeed, Iast November was successfully
prosecuted and fined for his part in the making of a formation
in the summer of 2000.
During the Cold War, our attitude in the West was that
defectors from the East were 'heroes' escaping tyranny, while
those who defected from our side to theirs were traitors. It's
bad enough to be a hoaxer, it seems, but much worse if hitherto
you have been part of the research community. To have not
only 'defected'but also made public your confession feels to
the croppie community like an act of betrayal, which cuts deep.
The concept of defection, of course, implies the concept of
division and enmity. The conspiracy theorists and paranoiacs
have all along implied or even insisted that the'enemy' of the

crop circle community is the government and/or militaryindustrial complex: 'they' clamp down on UFO information
and they are also clamping down on interest in crop circles.
This may well be true. This may well also be only part of the
truth: it would be in the interest of several groups to debunk
the crop circle phenomenon. They are those groups whose
long-established belief systems would be challenged or
threatened by the kinds of new belief systems people are
developing through an interest in crop circles - and all that
that can lead to. Conversely, there are other groups who want
to encourage the kinds of belief systems associated with crop
circles for their own agendas. To paraphrase Robert Anton
Wilson, it seems that interest in the crop circle phenomenon is
being manipulated by a conspiracy so secret that its members
don't even know they belong to it. Strange bedfellows indeed.

It is my personal interpretation from reading Round ln
Circles tl:rat Jim Schnabel's prime motivation for becoming a
hoaxer was the deep sense of betrayal and disappointment he
'felt
when he flrst became disillusioned with the non-delivery
of 'magic' from the study of crop circles. Indeed, inReaelations
he says, "The problem with any phenomenon is that you tend
to see things that you expect to see and that was the problem I
had when I first got involved with circles." Pam Price, also in
Reoelations, remarks,

"I feel in the past I've

been detuding

members don't even know they belong to it - and that it
includes individuals who are working to agendas rooted in
their own psychological make-up. Remember the kid when
you were young who, having been bitterly disappointed to
learn there is no Santa Claus, goes about trying to disillusion
everyone else as well with sadistic delight? He's grown up
now (physically, that is) and is running round in circles looking
for new ways to get his revenge.
Al1 four-legged animals are not cats, however, and I do not
count as 'hoaxers' those who make formations for scientific,/
research purposes. The land artists are a borderline case to me:
yes, they are 'on1y' creating works of art, but they're doing it
in the form of fake crop circles (and it has to be "fake" in my
book, since I acknowledge a genuine phenomenon) and that
blurs the edges.
But the real danger lies with the genuine hoaxers - those
who create crop formations in Nazi-1ike arrogant contempt for
those they view as naive and gullibie "true believers", seeking
to sabotage not only the circles phenomenon itself but also the
inquiring open-mindedness that it encourages. To them there
isn't a genuine phenomenon because there can't be a genuine
phenomenon because they don't believe in it and it is their
'mission' to ridicule the whole subject through {akery.
To me, this is nothing less than a glimpse of the war between
Materialism and Spirituality, between the forces of Dark and
Light, between Truth and Deceit; and it is through deceit that
so many serpents have managed to slither into the garden in

which the rest of us so innocently wander. The kind of
personality it takes to be a real hoaxer rs the kind of personality
it takes to be an instrument of the New World Order - if you
stop to think about it. The price of freedom is eternal vigilance.

And don't forget Axiom One/A:
Hoaxing has eoerything to do witlt tmtruthfulness.

Sources:
The Cereologisf, issues 6,7 , 74 & 15.
Crop Circles: Harbingers of World Chnnge - ed. Alick Bartholomew

myself and therefore allowed other people to delude me and
so on." Terry Wilson's main motivation for quitting "the crop

(Gateway Books, 1991).

circle arena" appears to be his dismay at the enthusiastic
reaction of researchers to his own creations (aithough he
doesn't make very clear his reasons for hoaxing in the first
place). Doug Bower and Dave Chorley claimed they began by
wanting to have a bit of fun with "the UFO boys" and only
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Und Wieder Kornkreise

-

]urgen Kronig (Zweitausendeins, 1993).

-

John Macnish (Circlevision

Publications, 1993).
Round In Circles - Jim Schnabel (Hamilton House Ltd.,1993).
"Not to

be confused

with the mooie of a similar name.
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O'OUR ANCIENT SACRED SITES ARE STILL
PLACES OF POWER, PLACES OF HEALI|{G,
PLACES OF VISION.,,
To our ancestors, sacred sites were places of

vision and healing. Many of them still are.
This discovery came about through a series of
dreams and visions which led the author to some of

po\ryer,

the oldest ancient sacred sites in and around
London. Their locations turned out to mark part of
a huge pattern ofsacred geometry on the landscape:

The basis of the Earthstars patterns is the
most important construction of sacred geometry and
one that has been used in the design of temples
throughout the centuries. Indeed, the oldest example
of its use is in the construction of Stonehenge. To

find exactly the same design, on a much larger scale,
hidden within the london landscape is startling to
say the least, particularly as it is defined by some of
London's most important ancient sites; The Tower
of London, Westminster Abbey, St. PauI's
Cathedral, The London Stone, St. Bride's in Fleet
Street, Barking Abbey and a great many more.
The measures and proportions of the
Earthstars geometry are of immense importance,
incorporating the correct relationship of the Earth
and Moon. This has been noted previously by no less

an authority than John Michell who also associates
this geometric construction with the proportions and

in a number of ways; as a pattern
of power in the land; a circuit diagram of the
planetary life-force; as the foundation of knowlbe understood

edge underlying the temple-builders'

artl as a

measures attributed to the City of Revelation of St.

temple groundplan delineating and sanctifying
holy ground, or in this case a holy city; or as con-

John's vision, featured in the Book of Revelation. As
if all this was not enough, the author's insights into

firmation of \ililliam Blake's vision of Jerusalem
within tondon's spiritual dimensions.

the Earthstars'astonishing links to the grail legends

This remarkable book presents

an

add yet another dimension to it. This is a grail quest

ancient tradition of secret knowledge which has

that began at London's own forgotten Camelot.
This is a multi-faceted discovery which may

been concealed

within mainstream religions of

all ages.

EARTHSTARS THE VISIONARY LANDSCAPE.
Part One; London City of Revelation.
Large format, 190 x 260mm, case bound hardback.300 pages with over 170 illustrations,
photographs and maps.ISBN 095f5967-l-3. RR.P. 8U.00.
To orderl download an order form from our website www.earth-stars.com Or send a cheque for f24 (p & p free
inUK) to tlermitage Publishing, PO Box 1383, London N14 6LP. e-mail; hermitagel2@hotmail.com
Also available from Watkins Books, 19 Cecil Court, London WC2. Or to order through any bookshop.

CROP CIRCLE
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Interested in Crop Circles?
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Want to know more about this
intriguing phenomenon?

Sheet
Contact us at:

Petersfield
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Centre for Crop Circle Studies
P.O. Box 32034
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London
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Steve Alexander
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